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A. SECTION 1: CURRENT STATE OF sUAS IN FIRST RESPONSE 

 
A.1. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SUAS IN FIRST RESPONSE 

On June 30, 2013, 19 firefighters lost their lives fighting a wildfire near Yarnell, AZ, USA. The elite team of 
firefighters, called the “Hot Shots,” was protecting the evacuated town from a 2,000-acre wildfire when 
the fire encircled them. Because of a lack of situational awareness, these veteran firefighters died simply 
trying to limit property damage. 
 
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) offer the potential to assist in a variety of first responder scenarios, 
including structure fires and wildfires, by providing enhanced situational awareness. For example, in 
structure fires, situational awareness about fire extent is often limited to the view on the ground and fire 
extent may be unknown without aerial resources. Since many rural and small municipalities lack manned 
aerial assets, advanced technology through the use of inexpensive drones, and at some point, in the future 
fully autonomous robotic aircraft, can fill this gap. Currently, practical use of these drones is primarily 
limited to the use of drones for visual spotting of fires and assets. Increasingly, use of infrared cameras is 
aiding in support roles by providing inexpensive thermal imaging. In the future, more advanced systems 
with autonomous path planning and onboard image analysis combined with machine learning and 
artificial intelligence may be able to provide much greater monitoring and even predictive capabilities. For 
example, current wild and grassland fire forecasts can be used with varying success in predicting the path 
of controlled burns when the conditions are well known, including wind and terrain conditions. However, 
wildfires occur over a large enough area that wind conditions are not constant, degrading the accuracy of 
these tools. A network of aerial sensors will be able to provide a real-time fire map based on the conditions 
perceived by the sensors and dispatch responders to the most dangerous areas. This approach will be able 
to greatly enhance the ability of ground-based and aerial responders to effectively contain a fire using 
limited resources. Unfortunately, the sensor network will be limited if there are regions outside the field 
of regard in the network, causing responders to approximate the condition of areas out of range of any 
sensors. It is these critical areas that may be greatly impacted by future technological developments and 
implementation into firefighting procedures. 
 
Small Unmanned Aerial Systems (sUAS), also known colloquially as drones and referred to commonly as 
UAS, UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle), or RPV (remotely piloted vehicle), provide one solution to this 
problem. In the future, a single vehicle or swarm of sUAS could be deployed easily and quickly and be 
redistributed as necessary to gather information from any “areas of focus” that the incident commander 
believes could be in danger. This way, a network of just a few sUAS could monitor an area large enough 
to accomplish the task of several ground-based sensors or more expensive manned aerial assets. 
 
Unmanned aircraft will be used for many civilian and public safety applications including firefighting, first 
response, accident investigation, search and rescue, wildlife monitoring and nature conservation, border 
surveillance, infrastructure inspection (e.g., power lines, gas pipelines, roads, bridges, traffic congestion), 
livestock and pest monitoring, as a platform to carry atmospheric testing instrumentation for weather and 
climate analysis, and oil and gas monitoring. In the near term, as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
opens the National Airspace (NAS), sUAS will find usage in many first responder applications such as 
rescue missions and disaster response and recovery by firefighters, police, and the National Guard. While 
current use is largely limited, many departments across the US have started introducing sUAS into their 
inventory and some have large scale operations. 



 

 
Figure A.1: sUAS use has the potential for large impacts on incident situational awareness. 

 

A.2. CURRENT STATUS 

The current situation for most fire 
departments is they “head for the 
smoke” and once there, often have 
limited situational awareness about the 
fire’s extent or the location of structures 
within and surrounding it. This 
assessment focuses on system 
requirements for UAS, development and 
testing of such systems, integration of 
intelligence from such systems into 
novel forecasting tools, and assessment 
of first responder and public perceptions 
about their use in fire management. The 
utilization of UAS addresses four of the 
research priorities identified in the report of the 2nd National Fire Service Research Agenda Symposium 
[2011] and includes (1) Creation of on-scene risk management tools for company officers and incident 
commanders; (2) An understanding of level of threat represented by changing conditions, and early 
detection of those conditions that can transition to burnover; (3) technology to support incident 
command; and (4) fire department communications – functionality and interoperability. 
 
To date, the use of sUAS in structure and wildland fires (e.g., fire detection and monitoring) has been 
limited due to FAA restrictions. With the implementation of Part 107 rules and rapid waiver application, 
regulations allowing sUAS flights are gradually allowing UAS to play a larger role in such applications. The 
advantages of sUAS in tactical decision-making are numerous. In fire detection and initial monitoring, 
sUAS will allow firefighting to begin earlier and provide firefighters with a strategy and idea of 
equipment/personnel needs, immediately on scene and perhaps even before they head for the fire. They 

 

Figure A.2: Acres burned in US due to wildfires 
(Insurance Information Institute). 



 

also can provide data on the perimeter of the fire and its exact location with respect to roads and 
structures. sUAS can also track the fire in complex terrain, see through obstructing smoke, and monitor 
the fire during hours of darkness, improving firefighter safety. Compared to manned aircraft such as 
helicopters, which are expensive and often not available, sUAS can be flown in dangerous situations and 
can fly long-duration and dull missions, since there are no pilots on board. Small UAS could be launched 
on-site while those with longer range capacity employing hybrid propulsion or fuel cell powerplants could 
be launched from a remote location. sUAS provide more temporal flexibility and higher spatial resolution 
data when compared to satellites and aerial platforms at a reduced cost. 
 

A.3. BARRIERS TO SUCCESS 

While fire departments and emergency management agencies have warmed to the idea of using sUAS for 
surveillance during active fires, currently sUAS technology is inadequate to aid in the mission of tactical 
firefighting. This is primarily due to the limitations of current autonomous capabilities, ease of control and 
interface effectiveness, and lack of useful information provided to the team in a timely manner. Cost also 
remains a barrier for many response teams, particularly volunteer and rural departments. Advantages 
from small aerial assets are numerous with inexpensive visible and infrared imagers providing capabilities 
of enhanced situational awareness currently unavailable to most firefighting teams (example shown in 
Figure A.3). Barriers to large-scale use of sUAS stems from lack of sophistication, reliability, safety, and 
flexibility of currently fielded systems that require large investments in capital and training. 
 
By contrast, many emerging commercial systems have been developed from the hobbyist realm and do 
not have rigorous and well-engineered mechanisms, making them unsuitable for widespread commercial 
applications. There are a variety of challenges, including technical and societal.  
 

 
Figure A.3: Aerial photos in visible and infrared spectrum from a sUAS show the great for enhanced 

situational awareness from robotic airborne monitoring. 

 
In the former group, many technical hurdles exist in robust autonomous control of unmanned systems. 
Developing and flight-testing UAS present unique challenges seldom seen in manned flight test programs. 
The sources of most of these challenges result from the Development, Test, and Evaluation (DT&E) of the 
unmanned test vehicles, requiring unique methods to handle the challenges associated with flight testing 
both remotely piloted and autonomous or command directed vehicles. Additional technological barriers 
in the development of a robust and reconfigurable UAS/Ground cooperative system include system 
integration, power and energy management, sensor and electronics size, weight and power, complex 
performance validation, scale separation, situational diversity, big data/bandwidth, regulation and 



 

societal concerns, risk management, human/machine interaction and other human factors, and system 
integration. 
 
Before unpiloted or remotely piloted aircraft can safely operate in the same airspace as other piloted 
aircraft, the robotic aircraft and their operators will need to demonstrate a high level of operational 
autonomy and robustness as well as the ability to safely “detect and avoid” other air traffic. These 
elements are crucial for the safe and effective integration of UAS into firefighting operations as 
establishing trust of remote pilots by manned pilots is a crucial factor for combined operations in joint 
airspace. As the FAA continues to update and release new rules for operation of small UAS in the NAS, 
this landscape will continue to evolve rapidly over the coming decade. It remains to be seen, however, 
how these final rules will be implemented and how these rules will impact the use of sUAS in the field. 
 

A.4. USE CASES 

The DHS RAPS program evaluated a number of first responder related use cases as part of their effort 
[DHS/S&T Robotic Aircraft for Public Safety (RAPS) Final Report, 2016]. This includes fire, search and 
rescue, and accident investigation. In general, they found that no single platform worked in all scenarios. 
For best use of each platform’s advantages, they summarized the following: 

▪ Fixed wing aircraft:  
▪ Very good in search and rescue, fire monitoring  
▪ Some fixed wing sUAS need operating areas > 200 ft radius 

▪ Launch and recovery zones 
▪ Deep stall landings affected by winds 

▪ Rotary winged aircraft:  
▪ Perform well in crime, accident, and arson scene investigation and in police SWAT 

applications 
▪ Hover ability is very beneficial  
▪ Some systems are relatively quiet, providing stealth, and can “perch” at specific 

locations  
▪ Nearing the 30-minute endurance level 

▪ Winds are not a limiting factor (fly in winds up to 30 mph)  
▪ In winds, maintain commanded flight profiles better than fixed wing aircraft 

▪ Essential performance capabilities for effective, high-use operations:  
▪ Integrated EO and IR sensors on a gimbaled platform  

▪ Search and rescue scenarios are aided by ability to switch between two modes 
to validate targets of interest 

▪ Dual sensors are valuable in urban scenarios where shadows are prevalent 
▪ Geo-referenced EO and IR full motion video  

▪ Needed for chain of custody and target of interest location accuracy  
▪ Collision avoidance: 

▪ For some systems, the best way to avoid oncoming traffic may be to initiate immediate 
landing  

▪ But climb and descent speeds may not be sufficient to avoid collision  
▪ Other findings: 

▪ Quiet systems developed by DoD may need audible augmentation during search and 
rescue  

▪ Fuel cell sUAS: > 8 hr. endurance is a significant new capability 



 

 

 
Figure A.4: Various use cases by platform type. Rotary wing aircraft tend to be best for local area 

surveillance and were limited operational space is available. 

 
A.5. CURRENT BEST PRACTICES 

Traditional remote sensing from satellites has the advantage of uniform and regular collection and large 
area coverage. Satellite imagery is well suited to automated data reduction and generation of time series 
information. Disadvantages include data delivery time to end users, fixed orbital cycles, coarse spatial 
resolutions, weather dependency of image quality, and cost. Image acquisition using aircraft-based 
sensors can provide quicker data delivery, reduce weather dependency due to flexible flight planning, 
concentrate on specific areas, provide higher spatial resolution, and allow more choices in sensor suites. 
The marriage of small UAS with increasingly miniaturized sensors will only increase the benefits of using 
airborne platforms for environmental monitoring applications. 
 
Since manned aircraft typically do not fly immediately above fires (outside of aerial wildfire suppression 
aircraft), conditions above fires are sometimes difficult to predict and can impose potential hazards for 
aircraft in the immediate vicinity in the form of turbulence, updrafts, and downdrafts, and limited 
visibility. For both platform requirements and fire monitoring, acquiring data about updrafts, wind speed, 
temperature, humidity, and other quantities, such as smoke intensity and toxins, is important. 
 
Fire departments coordinate between resources using an array of communication devices, including Line-
Of-Sight (LOS) hand-held radios, DTRS systems, cell phones, and other direct voice communication 
systems. Individual firefighters are not tracked using the Global Positioning System (GPS), and even 
though a Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) for tracking individual vehicles exists, many firefighting “brush 
trucks” do not have any GPS tracking system, albeit this is quickly changing as inexpensive GPS tracking 
systems continue to come onto the market. These trucks are marked with numbers on their roofs for 
easier identification from above. The Incident Commander is often missing accurate location information 
from any resources outside of his visual LOS and may have no information about resources outside of 
radio range. Locating resources by tracking the movements of brush trucks and retransmitting radio 
broadcasts are both problems that should be addressed by a fire UAS.  
 



 

An Incident Commander’s (IC) greatest fear may be the risk of firefighters becoming trapped or injured 
due to unforeseen terrain and extreme fire conditions, situations which result in a secondary emergency 
in the operational area. Local firefighters are often very familiar with the local topography, but they can 
quickly lose situational awareness while fighting a fire. Since firefighters navigate around a fire using 
roads, any tool to increase situational awareness should note roads and topographical hazards as well. 
Overlaying all targets on a map or aerial photo should satisfy this requirement. As stated previously, 
firefighters are often familiar with their local area; however, they would not necessarily know about every 
building in their response area. Response teams need immediate feedback on new structures in a hazard 
area to minimize risk. An unmanned aircraft’s ability to see over obstructions will be used to 
autonomously or semi-autonomously detect and locate structures in the vicinity of the fire and relay their 
position to the Incident Commander. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) provide a convenient means 
by which to store, manage, and analyze spatial data collected by UAS sensors. Such data are useful to 
inform firefighters in the field. GIS loaded on mobile devices can serve as a near real-time aid for planning 
and decision-making and aid in tracking first responders in theater. This is an ambitious but technologically 
achievable goal, assuming the regulatory and safety hurdles provide sufficient permissions. 
 
All solutions must increase the situational awareness of units operating at the incident and increase the 
common operating picture of the IC. A powerful image processing ground station can be used to detect, 
identify, and locate targets, but the raw video data from the flight should also be accessible by the 
operator in an intuitive format in real-time. The pertinent data for target location is also critical for the 
operator to interpret the image. Minimum information that must be displayed on the video using an 
Onscreen Display (OSD) includes altitude, speed and bearing, but other relevant information can also be 
displayed. 
 
Table A.1: Operator roles 

Role  Operational Tasks Non-operational Tasks  

Flight Director  Observer, flight safety, data 
management, logbook 

Team liaison, time planning, 
logistics  

Vehicle Operator (PIC)  Aircraft control, flight planning  Vehicle maintenance 

Payload Operator  Camera control and data collection, 
system checks 

Maintenance, safety and security  

 
Figure A.5: Operator Roles 



 

A.6. JOB PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Job performance requirements (JPRs) for sUAS have primarily been driven by the end users and vary from 
group to group. These typically focus on areas such as UAS/sUAS Operations and airspace coordination.  
 
In 2016, the Department of Homeland Security’s S&T Directorate and the State of Oklahoma partnered 
on the Robotic Aircraft for Public Safety (RAPS) project to test and evaluate sUAS for potential use by the 
first responder community and DHS operational components. They evaluated operation of approximately 
50 different platforms to determine minimum operational requirements that included use cases in a 
variety of settings, including law enforcement, disaster and major event response, fire, and HAZMAT, 
operational, and air worthiness effectiveness studies. DHS S&T also conducted a Privacy Impact 
Assessment (PIA) to address the privacy impacts of the system’s surveillance and image capturing 
capabilities. 
 
In 2018, NFPA released its first unmanned robotics guidance for first responders (NFPA 2400), focusing on 
organizational deployment and considerations, professional qualifications, and maintenance program 
responsibilities. Regarding professional qualifications, NFPA 2400 specifically addresses: 

“… minimum job performance requirements (JPRs) of a remote pilot in command (RPIC) and 
visual observer. Essential job tasks are listed so that curriculum can be developed, and 
RPIC/visual observers can be trained in accordance with public safety and emergency 
responder requirements. NFPA 2400 underscores the need for an sUAS coordinator, 
stressing the importance of knowing airspace requirements; weather conditions; crew 
readiness benchmarks; resource needs; incident command systems; regulatory 
requirements; and communication strategies;” 

Use this link https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/code-or-topic-fact-sheets/2400factsheet.pdf to access 
additional information on NFPA 2400. 
 
In 2019, the National Wildfire Coordinating Group released a document Standards for Fire Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems Operations. This focused on standardizing the processes and procedures for interagency 
use of sUAS, including pilot inspections and approvals. An additional goal was to serve as a risk assessment 
for fire UAS operations and meet federal requirements for aviation safety and operational planning 
pertaining to recurring aviation missions, including agency level policy and guidance through established 
federal or state plans and processes. However, little concern was given to JPRs. 
 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed a set of minimum training and 
performance requirements focused around sUAS operation and safety. Basic skills tests provide some 
assurance that the pilot is operating safely within the national airspace and is not a hazard to nearby 
ground personnel or manned aircraft in the area. These suites of standard test methods provide common 
measures of performance with quantitative results. They can be conducted individually, in sequences, or 
embedded into operational training scenarios as repeatable tasks with scores to augment qualitative 
assessments. Organizations using these tests set their own thresholds of acceptable system and pilot 
performance to align with their airspace, environment, and mission complexities. Use this link 
RobotTestMethods.nist.gov to find additional information on NIST’s Standard Test Methods for Response 
Robots. 
 
While little has been developed on sUAS standards and best practices, in 2003 American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) formed the F38 Committee to address issues related to design, 

https://www.nfpa.org/-/media/Files/code-or-topic-fact-sheets/2400factsheet.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/el/intelligent-systems-division-73500/standard-test-methods-response-robots


 

performance, quality acceptance tests, and safety monitoring for sUAS. The Committee currently has 
jurisdiction of 14 standards, published in the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Volume 15.09. This includes 
Subcommittee F38.03 on Personnel Training, Qualification and Certification. ASTM F3266. While defining 
a comprehensive list of topics, it primarily serves as a reference guide to aid the development of existing 
or future regulations for pilot training. Additional information on the ASTM F38 Committee and related 
F38 standards can be found here  https://www.astm.org/COMMITTEE/F38.htm. 
 

A.7. SYSTEM CAPABILITIES AND MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

Considering the size and diversity of the user communities served by various fire services and first 
responders, there is a general need to evaluate and determine what the requirements of various sUAS 
operations and platforms should be. As an example, the DHS RAPS approach concerning sUAS 
requirements was to focus primarily on advancing the near-term transition of good, affordable sUAS 
capabilities using relatively mature solutions. Working closely with senior law enforcement and fire 
operators in the field, they derived high-level sUAS needs tied to notional, top-priority scenarios for sUAS 
that, if realized, may or would provide good value to users – depending partly on the results of testing as 
envisioned here. Those resulting scenarios are outlined in more detail elsewhere in the report and serve 
as a good baseline for determining common minimum operational requirements. 
 
Currently, sUAS are primarily operated through direct control. This requires a substantial load on the PIC 
and requires constant attention to ensure that the pilot is maintaining vehicle control, safety of the 
airspace, and providing operational benefit to the IC. As artificial intelligence and remote sensing 
continues to advance, however, control system operation will evolve and relieve the burden on the PIC. 
Currently, some systems can operate in autonomous modes where vehicles can perform missions with 
less input by the operation. As these capabilities continue to improve, management by consent and 
management by exception will increasingly be the norm. However, this also requires approval through 
regulatory authorities, particularly for Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) operations and the regulatory 
environment must also evolve to help relieve the burden on the PIC 

 

 
Figure A.6: Paradigm control shift in operational management of sUAS expected in the near future. 

 

A.8. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS 

Under guidance from the FAA’s Drone Advisory Committee, the FAA provide recommendations on (1) the 
relative roles and responsibilities of local, state, and federal government in regulations and enforcement 
of drones, (2) achieving access to the airspace for drones, and (3) funding the integration of drones into 

https://www.astm.org/COMMITTEE/F38.htm


 

the airspace. While Part 107 addresses minimum airspace and aviation knowledge requirements for safe 
sUAS operation in the NAS, it does not provide minimum proficiency requirements for sUAS operation. As 
the FAA’s rule making process continues however, this may change in the future. 
 

A.8.1. EVOLVING FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATIONS 

The regulatory progress has been significant in recent years. In 2009, the FAA sponsored an sUAS “Aviation 
Rule-making Committee” to develop a set of guidelines and limits for sUAS usage throughout the United 
States. In 2017, the FAA implemented 14 CFR Part 107 rules that cover sUAS operations covering a broad 
spectrum of civil aircraft operation for drones weighing less than 55 pounds. While not directly impacting 
government operations, many municipalities choose for operate under Part 107 rules. For many FAA 
approvals, this replaced the “Section 333” operation that was previously used but supplements the public 
use COAs that many agencies use. While many government agencies operate under Part 107 rules, 
government agencies, law enforcement, and public safety entities may qualify to fly UAS as Public Aircraft 
under 49 U.S.C. statutes, allowing greater flexibility.  
 
Localities face many public relations issues concerning the use of sUAS technologies. These include, for 
example, safety-related concerns such as losing control of an sUAS in flight because of hardware or 
software failures, onboard or on the ground, and the possibility of “spoofing” the aircraft navigation 
system in which a person surreptitiously takes control of the sUAS.  
 
Operators can fly during daylight (30 minutes before official sunrise to 30 minutes after official sunset, 
local time) or in twilight if the drone has anti-collision lighting visible for 3 statute miles or greater. 
Minimum weather visibility is three miles from your control station. The maximum allowable altitude is 
400 feet above the ground (AGL) or 400 feet above the highest structure if the SUAS remains within 400 
feet of a structure. Maximum speed is 100 mph (87 knots). Vehicles can carry an external load if it is 
securely attached and does not adversely affect the flight characteristics or controllability of the aircraft. 
 
Operations in Class G airspace are allowed without air traffic control (ATC) permission. Operations in Class 
B, C, D and E airspace may need ATC authorization or waivers depending on the specific airspace. 
However, many airports are now equipped with Low Altitude Authorization and Notification 
Capability (LAANC), which uses desktop and mobile apps designed to support the volume of drone 
operations with almost real-time airspace authorizations. It is currently operational at more than 530 FAA 
ATC facilities covering over 726 airports throughout the country and many standard authorizations may 
be granted within seconds of being submitted. Currently, LAANC only applies to FAA ATC facilities and 
does not yet include contract or Department of Defense ATC facilities. Authorizations for those facilities 
need to follow the manual process through FAA DroneZone. 
 
Both Part 107 and public COAs can be utilized by public safety agencies. With Part 107, operators can 
request a waiver of most restrictions if they can show operation will provide a level of safety at least 
equivalent to the restriction from which the waiver is requested. Some of the most requested waivers are 
for operations beyond visual line of sight, during nighttime, and over people. However, with the FAA Part 
107 changes that took effect on April 21, 2021, nighttime operations and flights over people are allowed 
providing you meet certain criteria and take the new recurrent test. Therefore, a waiver is no longer 
required in some scenarios. 
 
Part 107 operating principles include the following guidelines: 



 

 
• Always avoid manned aircraft. 
• Never operate in a careless or reckless manner. 
• Keep the UAS within sight. If a First-Person View or similar technology is utilized, a visual 

observer must always keep the vehicle within unaided sight (unless permitted with a beyond 
visual line-of-sight waiver). 

• An operator cannot be a pilot or visual observer for more than one operation at a time (unless 
permitted with a one-to-many waiver). 

• Do not fly over people unless they are directly participating in the operation (unless permitted 
with a operations over people waiver). 

• Do not operate from a moving vehicle or aircraft unless you are flying over a sparsely populated 
area. 

 
Current regulations are in flux and expected to change rapidly over the coming year, particularly as 
Remote ID and Unmanned Traffic Management systems come online and are enforced. Many states have 
regulated drone flights by commercial or public operators to various degrees through public statutes or 
state regulations but tracking this is difficult due to the rapidly changing state and local regulatory 
practices. While there is no single resource that provides a list of current sUAS related regulations, several 
organizations track legislation, including AUVSI, the ACLU, and the National Conference on State 
Legislatures. These databases are independently maintained so may not be up-to-date. 
 
Listed below is a summary of current FAA regulations under which operators may utilize for sUAS (< 55 
lbs.) and UAS (> 55 lbs.) flights. Current regulations for various Part 107 and public operations are provided 
in Section D. This includes Category of operations, Operations at night and Remote ID requirements 
 
  

https://www.auvsi.org/
https://www.aclu.org/
https://www.ncsl.org/research/transportation/current-unmanned-aircraft-state-law-landscape.aspx
https://www.ncsl.org/research/transportation/current-unmanned-aircraft-state-law-landscape.aspx


 

 

  
Aircraft 

Requirements Pilot Requirements 
Airspace 

Requirements Types of Operations 

Part 107 Under 55 lbs. 

Remote Pilot 
Certificate with 
sUAS Rating 

Class G, unless 
authorized or 
waived 

Day & night, visual 
line of sight, 400 ft. 
AGL (unless within 
400 ft. of a 
structure), not over 
people, etc. 

Section 44807 
(Formerly Section 
333) 

As Required in 
the Exemption 

Part 61 Certificate 
or a Remote Pilot 
Certificate with 
exemption. Driver’s 
license or 3rd class 
medical. 

There might be a 
“Blanket” COA or 
Standards COA 
Requirement you 
need to fly within. 

As defined by the 
exemption. Can be 
over 55 lb+ or 
beyond visual line of 
sight. 

Special Airworthiness 
Certificate 
(Experimental 
Category) 

Experimental 
Special 
Airworthiness 
Certificate. 

Part 61 Certificate 
(Sport, 
Recreational, 
Private, 
Commercial, ATP, 
but not Student). 

Within Standard 
COA Requirements 

R&D, Showing 
Compliance with 
Regulations, Crew 
Training, Exhibition, 
Market Surveys.  

Special Airworthiness 
Certificate 
(Restricted Category) 

Previously type 
certificated or 
manufactured & 
accepted by an 
Armed Force of 
the United 
States. 

Part 61 Certificate 
(Sport, 
Recreational, 
Private, 
Commercial, ATP, 
but not Student). 

Within Standard 
COA Requirements 

Agriculture, forest 
and wildlife 
conservation, aerial 
surveying patrolling, 
weather control, or 
any other operation 
specified by the 
FAA.  

Public COA 

Under 55 lbs. 
with blanket 
COA; if over 55 
lbs. then Self-
Certify Self-Certify 

Class G & at or 
below 400 ft AGL. 
Beyond 5/3/2 
airport distance 
requirements. 

Section 40102(a)(41) 
& 40125(a)(2) and 
within public 
“blanket” COA 
limitations. 

 

A.8.2. STANDARDS 

Currently, there are no common set of standards for sUAS operation. However, both ASTM and NFPA have 
address general operational requirements and fire specific requirements as addressed previously. 
 
NFPA 2400, Standard for Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) Used for Public Safety Operations, 
(www.nfpa.org/2400) details the minimum requirements for the safe operation, deployment, and 
implementation of sUAS including organization program criteria and considerations, professional 

http://www.nfpa.org/2400


 

qualifications for safety personnel, and elements of a maintenance program. This standard was developed 
by representatives from a wide range of public safety departments with UAS and sUAS backgrounds, 
including the fire service, law enforcement, and emergency medical services. NFPA 2400 covers the 
following topics: 
 

Organization Deployment and 
Considerations for sUAS  

• Program criteria 
• Operational needs assessment  
• purchase specification  

Professional Qualifications for sUAS Public 
Safety Personnel  

• JPRs for remote pilot in command (RPIC) 
and for visual observer  
• sUAS quarterly operations  

Maintenance of sUAS  • Routine service 
• Elements of a maintenance program  
• authorized personnel  

 
Similarly, the ASTM F38 Committee on Unmanned Aircraft Systems focused on addressing issues related 
to the design, performance, quality acceptance tests, and safety monitoring for unmanned air vehicle 
systems. Input has been sought from stakeholders that include manufacturers of sUAS and UAS and their 
components, federal agencies, professional societies, trade associations, financial organizations, and 
academia. A three-tiered subcommittee structure focuses on issues related to airworthiness, flight 
operations, and operator qualifications. The National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) has developed 
procedures for interagency use of UAS, including pilot inspections and approvals. PMS 515, published in 
2019, provides standards for risk assessment and operational planning relevant to recurring aviation 
missions. Additional committees are working aspects of the implementation problem as well, including 
FAA, ICAO, ISO, and RCTA, among others. As such, standards and procedures are quickly changing at the 
time of this report publication. 
 
 
  



 

B. SECTION 2: SURVEY OF UAS USE IN FIRST RESPONSE 

 
B.1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to better understand how and why response organizations use unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS). The use of UAS in emergency response has grown tremendously over the last 
decade; however, government agencies and other organizations are continuing to develop 
recommendations and regulations regarding the use of this technology. This survey is designed to help 
decision makers better understand the factors that influence other organizations about what UAS 
technology to use, how to use the technology, and what guides the development of standard operating 
procedures in their organization. 
 

B.2. SURVEY ORIGINS  

This survey is part of a larger project by the Fire Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) to help understand 
UAS use in emergency response, as well as draft guidance and training regarding the use of UAS in 
emergency response organizations. The FPRF contracted Oklahoma State University, an academic 
institution well-established in the fields of unmanned aerial systems, fire sciences, and emergency 
management, to develop a validated survey to disperse to a diverse set of emergency response 
organizations. The survey was first implemented in October 2020 and the responses were collected until 
the end of December 2020.  
 

B.3. METHODOLOGY 

Oklahoma State University sent the online questionnaire to a diverse list of emergency response 
organizations in October 2020. A link to the online survey was posted by various communication channels 
of FPRF and the National Fire Protection Association, as well as a number of other organizations serving 
emergency response fields. The survey had two parts. Part I asked questions regarding the region served 
by the organization, the type(s) of UAS used in the organization, the purpose of the UAS program, 
organization procedures, and knowledge of NFPA 2400. Participants were then asked if they would like to 
continue with Part II of the survey. Part II of the survey included more detailed questions about the use 
of UAS in the organization and knowledge and application of federal, state, and local regulations. The full 
survey took an average of 20 minutes to complete. The survey closed on December 31, 2020. Overall, 134 
individuals logged in to take the survey, and 85 individuals completed at least 1/3 of the survey. All 
individual respondent data is kept confidential and anonymous. Findings contained in this report are 
aggregated to ensure anonymity of individual respondents.  
 

B.4. THE RESPONDING ORGANIZATIONS 

B.4.1. Organization Mission 
 
In order to identify what type of response services the organizations provide; respondents were asked to 
identify all missions that apply to their organization. The results of this question are provided in  
Table B.1. 
 



 

 

Table B.1: What is your organization's mission? 

Organization Mission Number of Organizations 

Structure Fire 70 
Wildland Fire 48 
Emergency Medical 61 
Law Enforcement – Federal 2 
Law Enforcement – State 3 
Law Enforcement – County 4 
Law Enforcement – Local 6 
Hazmat 54 
Emergency Management 44 
Other 20 
N=80, respondents chose all missions that apply to their organization 
Of the respondents who chose “Other”, respondents identified code enforcement, K-9 unit, urban search and rescue, 
construction, water rescue, fire safety programs, and wilderness search and rescue, among others.   

 
The most common missions include structure fire (70 orgs), emergency medical services (61 orgs), hazmat 
(54 orgs), wildland fire (48 orgs), and emergency management (44 orgs). 

 

B.4.2. Organization Region 
 
Respondents were further asked to identify the type of region that their organization serves with response 
categories including “city”, “county”, “district”, “state”, and “federal”. Responses are summarized in 
Figure B.1 below. 
 
Figure B.1: What type of region does your organization serve? 

 
N=79 
 

The majority of the respondents (57%) chose “City” as their primary organization region. There were no 
respondents from the federal government.  
 

City
57%

County
15%

District
19%

State
9%

Federal
0%



 

B.5. POPULATION OF REGION 

Table B.2 summarizes the populations served by the responding organizations. 

Table B.2: What is the approximate population of the region that your organization serves? 

Population Number of Organizations 

10,000 or less 11 
10,001 – 50,000 29 
50,001 – 100,000 13 
101,000 – 500,000 14 
501,000 – 1,000,000 5 
1,000,001 – 5,000,000 4 
5,000,001 – 10,000,000+ 5 
N=81  

 
The majority of organizations serve populations between 10,001 and 50,000. The range of responses do 
show a fairly broad representation of population sizes. 
 

B.6. SIZE OF REGION SERVED 

Respondents were asked to provide the approximate number of square miles served by their organization. 
Table B.3 provides the average square miles served by the organizations. 
 
Table B.3: What is the approximate size of the region that your organization serves in square miles? 

Mean Square Miles Max Standard Deviation  

 
2022 m2 

 
104185 m2 

 
23265.77 

 

 
The average square miles served is 2022 m2. The smallest region is 1 m2, and the largest listed was 
104,185 m2. 

 

B.6.1. Landscape Type 
 
Respondents were asked to identify the approximate percentage of their region in each of four landscape 
types: urban, suburban, rural, and wildland. The results are presented in Table B.4.  

Table B.4: Identify what type of landscape your organization serves by approximate percentage? 

Landscape Average Percent of Area Served 

Urban 21.14% 
Suburban 39.48% 
Rural (e.g., small farming communities) 24.79% 
Wildland (e.g., National Forest) 14.39% 

N=49, Responses were counted if individuals included percentages that added up to 100% 



 

This question was included in Part 2 of the survey, and therefore had a smaller number of respondents 
(49). Respondents serve a larger percentage of suburban landscape (39.48%) than rural (24.79%), urban 
(21.14%), or wildland (14.39%). 

B.7. ORGANIZATION USE OF UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS) 

Respondents were asked to identify the type and number of UAS they use in their organization. The 
summary statistics are provided in Table B.5. 
 
Table B.5: Number of UAS in the organization? 

Mean Median  Max 

5.45 1 40 
N= 56 

 
Fifty-six individuals responded to this question in the survey. The mean number of UAS in responding 
organizations is 5.45. One organization has 40 UAS of various models. 28 organizations have two or more 
UAS models. At least one organization has five different UAS models. Additional details on brand and 
model type are included in Table B.11 below. 
 
Five of the individuals that responded to this question confirmed that their organization does not have 
UAS, but the low number of overall respondents to this question suggests that an additional 20 or more 
survey respondents likely do not utilize UAS in their organization. For some of those organizations, lack of 
response could also signal that the respondent skipped this question for privacy or security reasons.   

 
B.8. UAS PURPOSE 

Respondents were provided a list of potential activities where UAS might be used and asked to identify 
the average number of times per year their organization utilized UAS for each activity. A summary of 
responses is included in Table B.6. 

Table B.6: On average, how many times per year does your organization use UAS for the following 
activities? 

Activity Mean Median Max 

Search and Rescue  4.59 (3.59) 2 75 (30) 

Accident Scene Survey  3.98 (3.06) 0 100 

Fire Response  10.32 (6.44) 1 300 (100) 

HAZMAT Response  1.03 (1.06) 0 10 

Wildland Fire Mapping  20.34 (1.40) 0 1500 (20) 

Fugitive Surveillance 
and Tracking  

 
3.28 (3.42) 

 
0 

 
150 

Infrastructure 
Inspection  

 
12.39 (3.29) 

 
0 

 
500 (75) 

UAS Operator Training  21.59 (14.98) 8 (6) 500 (150) 

Agency Training  7.03 (4.67) 0 200 (50) 



 

Other Incident scene lighting, special events, insurance footage, water rescue, 
protests/riots, missing child 

N=81 (N=77) 
* Four organizations use UAS far more often and for more activities and skew the mean, therefore, median and max were 
included here to give a better picture of UAS use by activity across organizations. 
**Numbers in parenthesis represent changes in Mean, Mode, and Max when the outlier organizations are removed from the 
analysis. 
***One organization responded that they use UAS an average of 1500 times per year on Police Response. 

 
Respondents identified operator training (21.59), wildland fire mapping (20.34), infrastructure inspection 
(12.39), and fire response (10.32) as the most common annual use of UAS. These activities remain the 
most common even when the data is adjusted to compensate for four organizations that use UAS a great 
deal more than the other 81 respondents.  
 
Part II of the survey also asked respondents to identify the average number of times per year their 
organization uses UAS in a list of more specific ways. The average number of times per year is summarized 
in Table B.7. 
 
Table B.7: Average number of times per year the organization uses UAS in the following ways. 

Activity Average Number of Times Per 
Year 

Max Number of Times 

Visual Line of Sight 86.98 (40.46)* 1500 (300) 
Beyond Visual Line of Sight 1.61 20 
Single Aircraft 32.28 200 
Multiple Aircraft 6.34 100 
Manned/Unmanned 
Coordination 

2.03 25 

Tethered 2.53 120 
N=52 
*Two organizations used visual line of sight 1000 and 1500 times respectively. This skews both the average and max number of 
uses per year. When they are removed, the visual line of sight average falls to less than half at 40.46, and the max number of 
uses is 300. I believe this gives a more robust picture of visual line of sight use among all organizations. 

 
On average, respondents use visual line of sight (VLOS) (86.98) and single aircraft (32.28) much more often 
than beyond visual line of sight (1.61), multiple aircraft (6.34), manned/unmanned coordination (2.03), or 
tethered (2.53).  
 
Again, the average for VLOS was adjusted by removing two outlier organizations who use VLOS much 
more often than other responding organizations. While the average VLOS use was reduced by more than 
half, it was still more common than all other activities. 
 

B.9. UAS QUALIFICATIONS 

Respondents were asked to identify how many individuals in their organization have specific qualifications 
with regards to UAS. Responses are summarized in Table B.8. 
 
Table B.8: How many individuals in your organization with the following qualifications or positions? 



 

 Mean Max Number of 
positions 

Number of 
Respondents 

Pilot 
 

4.59 50 83 

Visual Operators 3.32 40 81 
 
Maintenance (if not 
pilots) 

 
0.14 

 
5 

 
81 

 
Administration or 
Management (if not 
pilots) 
 

 
 
0.65 

 
 
12 

 
 
83 

Other 0.07 2 82 
*The option “Other” had few respondents, but one organization has 2 instructors for their UAS program.  

 
Pilot qualifications and visual operators (separate from pilots) were the most often cited qualifications for 
organizations. Organizations had an average of 4.59 pilots and 3.32 visual operators. Most organizations 
did not have specific maintenance individuals or separate administration or management for their UAS 
programs, though a handful of organizations had multiple individuals in these positions. 
  

Training Required Beyond 107 Preparation and Certification? 

Respondents were asked if their organization requires additional didactic training beyond 107 preparation 
and certification. Thirty respondents stated that their organization does require additional training. A 
summary of the most common responses is included below. 
 

• A prespecified number of flying hours per week, month, or year. 

• Various skills testing (night flight, search patterns, etc.) or other knowledge tests. 

• UAS pilot certification 

• NIST Training/Certification 

• Operational Flight Training 

 

B.10. FAA CERTIFICATION 

Respondents were further asked to identify the number of individuals in their organization with a list of 
FAA certifications. The responses are summarized in Table B.9 below.  

Table B.9: Identify the Number of People in Your Organization with the Following FAA Certifications 

 Mean Max Orgs Responding None 

FAA Part 107 
Certificate 
 

5 42 16 

Flight Instructor 
 

0.18 4 63 

Private 0.56 8 47 



 

 
Commercial 0.11 3 65 

N=69 
 
The most common certification was FAA Part 107, with an average number of five individuals in 
organizations with the certification. One organization has 42 individuals with FAA Part 107 certification. 
Most responding organizations do not have individuals with flight instructor certification, private pilot 
certification or commercial pilot certification. 
 

B.11. LIMITATIONS TO UAS USAGE 

Respondents were asked several questions regarding the limitations placed on their UAS usage. The 
responses to these questions are summarized below. 
 

B.11.1. Overall Restrictions That Limit UAS Usage 
 
Respondents were asked to identify restrictions that limit their UAS usage on a list including, personnel 
availability, weather, fleet availability, training, regulations, or other restrictions. The percentage of 
organizations identifying each restriction is shown in Figure B.2. 

The most common restriction chosen by respondents was weather (28%), followed closely by personnel 
availability (26%). The range of environmental restrictions, which includes weather, is summarized in 
Table 10 below. Regulations (12%) are also a restriction for some organizations and are discussed in more 
detail later in this chapter. Additionally, some respondents believed that training (12%) and fleet 
availability (10%) constituted restrictions to their organizations use of UAS. 
 

10% of the respondents chose “Other” as one reason their UAS usage was restricted. Additional 
information from the respondents suggests that budgetary concerns, lack of UAS program, or restricted 
airspace due to nearby airport or military base were the most common restrictions. 
 
Figure B.2: What restrictions limit your UAS usage? 

 

Weather
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Fleet 
Availability
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Training
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Regulations
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Availability
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Other*
10%



 

N=79 
*Respondents chose all restrictions to the use of UAS that applied to their organization. Total % will add up to more than 100% 
 

 
Table B.10: What type of environmental conditions affect the operations of UAS in your region or 
organization? 

Environmental Limitations Number of Organizations 

Temperature Limits 
Examples: Cold affects battery time, range of temps from -
10o to 110o, sun fries the tablet 

13 

 
Precipitation 
Examples: heavy rain, snow, ice, anything greater than mist 

 
37 

 
Wind 
Range: max wind ranges from 10 mph to 40 mph 

 
39 

 
Smoke Conditions 
Specify: must maintain VLOS 

 
15 

N= 44 

 

Table B.10 above, includes a summary of responses to the question, “What type of environmental 
conditions affect the operations of UAS in your region or organization?”. This question was included in 
the second part of the survey, which asked respondents to “opt-in”. Therefore, there are fewer responses 
(n = 44). The responses do add additional context to our understanding of weather and other 
environmental limitations to the use of UAS. Respondents identified wind (39) and precipitation (37) as 
the most limiting factor in UAS usage. Specifically, respondents identified a range of wind conditions (from 
10 mph to 40 mph) that limit their use. The median point when wind starts to become a problem appears 
to fall somewhere between 20-30 mph. All types of precipitation (rain, snow, ice) are identified as 
limitations to UAS use. Temperature was identified by 13 organizations as a limitation, with both extreme 
cold (affecting battery time) and extreme heat or sunlight (“fries the tablet”) being a concern. Finally, 
smoke conditions are a problem for 15 organizations with visual line of sight necessary for operation. 
 

How can weather, smoke, and fuel conditions be best determined by UAS for communication with 
those on the ground? 

Respondents responded to this open-ended question most commonly by citing visual (video or 
photographic) or direct communication with the incident commander or other official on the ground. 
Respondents also cited the importance of using sensors when available. 
 
How is fire behavior related to the weather and fuel conditions determined by the UAS?  
 
Thirty-three respondents answered this open-ended question, but a large number of them did not know 
the answer, believed it was not applicable, or did not understand the question. Other respondents 
suggested that they did this visually. 



 

B.12. UAS MODELS AND ACCESSORIES 

B.12.1. UAS Model Type 
 
 Table B.11: Type of UAS Used in the Organization 

Brand Number of Organizations 

Rotary Wing  
Small (<5 kg) 
Medium (>5 kg, <10 kg) 
Large (>10 kg) 
Unknown 

166 
20 
6 
40 

 
Fixed wing 
 

 
0 

Weight based on Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW) as provided by manufacturer. 
Model Years: 2012 (2), 2013 (1), 2015 (4), 2016 (5), 2017 (11), 2018 (18), 2019 (32), 2020 (12) 

 

B.12.2. UAS Payload Type 
 
Table B.12: What type of payload does the UAS have? 

Payload Number of Respondents 

RGB Camera 50 
23 (additional UAS model) 
 

IR Camera 42 
13 (additional UAS model) 
 

Chemical Sensor 
Types: CO, gas 

 

3 
1 (additional UAS model) 

Atmosphere Sensor 
Measures: LEL, gas 

 

3 

Light 34 
13 (additional UAS model) 
 

Loudspeaker 31 
10 (additional UAS model) 
 

Payload Control Mechanism 8 
4 (additional UAS model) 
 

Band and Resolution for Imagine Sensor 17 
3 (additional UAS model) 
 

Other 7 
3 (additional UAS model) 



 

Specify: GoPro 3, Zenmuse H20T, Hazmat Monitor, Default 
Enterprise dual IR, default m300 IR, QT400 IR for M600, 
visible light, remote controlled grapple,  

N=59  
*Second number indicates payload on additional UAS models in the organization. 

 

B.13. UAS SELECTION CRITERIA 

Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding their criteria for choosing specific types of UAS. 
The responses are summarized in the following tables and figures. 

Table B.13: What was your organization's selection criteria for choosing this type of UAS? 

Selection Criteria Number of Organizations 

Operational Requirements 38 
System Configuration and Specifications 30 
Demonstrated Capabilities 33 
Sustainable Life Cycle 18 
Cost 31 
N=46 

 
Respondents were provided a series of selection criteria and asked to identify which (multiple choices) 
played a role in their choice of UAS type. This question was in Part II of the survey, and there were 46 
respondents. Operational requirements, system configuration and specifications, demonstrated 
capabilities, and cost were consistently important criteria to the majority of respondents. Sustainable life 
cycle was important to 18 of the respondents.  

Figure B.3: Is VTOL Necessary for your UAS System? 
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Respondents were asked whether vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) is necessary for their UAS system. 
24 respondents stated that it is. Eleven respondents stated that VTOL is not necessary, and thirteen did 
not know. This question was also in part II of the survey. 

Figure B.4: What type of flight controller does the UAS have? 

 

Respondents were asked to identify the type of controller their UAS has. This question was included in 
Part II of the survey. Respondents overwhelmingly stated that they used handheld controllers.  

B.14. REGULATION AND OPERATING PROCEDURES 

B.14.1. Organization-Level Oversight 
Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding operating procedures and regulations. 
Respondents were first asked about the administrative procedures regarding UAS presently in place in 
their organization. A summary of the survey findings for this question is provided in Table B.14. 

Table B.14: Which of the following administrative procedures does your organization currently have in 
place regarding UAS? 

Administrative Procedure Number of Organizations 

Program Management 44 
Operational Procedures 43 
Personnel Qualifications 38 
Training and Certifications 38 
Safety Procedures 39 
Care and Maintenance of Aircraft, Systems, and 
Equipment 

33 

Other 3* 
N=54 
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*9 respondents chose “7-Other”, but 6 of them responded that they had no administrative procedures. One respondent 
included “Digital media capturing and storage, privacy and civil liberty” 

 
The 54 respondents to this question were allowed to choose multiple administrative procedures that are 
currently at their organization. A large number of respondents had all of the administrative procedures 
included in the list. The most common procedures were program management (44) and operational 
procedures (43). One organization also stated that they have procedures for “digital media capturing and 
storage, privacy, and civil liberty”.  
 

B.14.2. Record Keeping 
 
Respondents (n=51) were asked about records kept by the organization. As shown in Table B.15 below, 
the most common record keeping involves personal flight time (45), personnel training (44), and aircraft 
maintenance (37). 
 
Table B.15: Does your organization keep the following logbooks/records regarding UAS? 

Logbook/Record Type Number of Organizations 

Personal Flight Time 45 
Personnel Training 44 
Aircraft Maintenance 37 
Batteries 33 
Memory Devices 22 

N=51 
 

B.14.3. NFPA 2400 
 
Are you familiar with NFPA 2400: Standard for Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) Used for 
Public Safety Operations?  
 
Respondents (36 out of 60) answered that they are at least vaguely aware of NFPA 2400, and 17 of 
those respondents stated that the Standard is used in the organizations’ SOPs or other guidelines. 
 

B.14.4. Federal, State, And Local Regulations 
Respondents were asked if they were aware of federal, state, or local regulations that affect the 
operation of UAS in their organization. Responses are summarized in Figure B.5 below. 

Figure B.5: Are you aware of any federal, state, or local regulations that affect the operation of UAS in 
your organization?  



 

 
 
Federal Regulations 
Thirty-six respondents were aware of federal regulations affecting their UAS program. The most 
commonly cited federal regulation is FAA 107, but others include regulations by the Bureau of Land 
Management, DOD ban on the use of UAS manufactured in China, and regulations around sporting events, 
flying at night, and flying near airports or military bases. 
 
State Regulations 
Sixteen respondents were aware of state regulations. Many respondents indicated that their state 
legislatures were working on regulations. At least one state bars municipalities from making regulations 
regarding the use of UAS.  
 
Local Regulations 
Finally, ten respondents were aware of local regulations affecting their UAS programs. These center 
around either coordination with local law enforcement or the use of drones around specific areas, such 
as prisons or dams.  
 

B.15. PRIVACY CONCERNS 

Are you aware of any privacy concerns regarding your organization’s use of UAS? What resources do 
you use to help mitigate privacy concerns? 
 
The majority of respondents were not aware of any privacy concerns. A handful of respondents cited 
specific operating procedures or federal/state regulations regarding privacy in the use of UAS. Many 
respondents suggested there had been privacy concerns voiced by the public, but several of these were 
focused on the use of good communication with the public to increase trust. 
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Many respondents referenced SOPs that required they not fly over private property, or any individual not 
directly involved in their operation. Others discussed the use of secured servers for video or photography 
from UAS use. 
 

B.16. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES USED TO DEVELOP STANDARDS OR REGULATIONS 

What other resources do you use to develop standards and regulations for the use of UAS in your 
organization? 
 
Respondents mostly cited NFPA 2400 or FAA 107, but individuals also used recommendations from other 
departments, the IAFC, and research. A small number referenced a state or local committee that develops 
standards for all programs.  
 

B.17. LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

B.17.1. Lessons Learned 
 
Respondents were asked about lessons learned from using UAS in their organization. There were a broad 
set of responses, and the most common are summarized below.  
 
What lessons have you learned from using UAS in your organization? 
 

• Start the program small, then expand into other areas and uses. 

• Work across agencies and departments to increase use and support among the public and 

decision makers for the program. 

• Require regular training and allow frequent use of the UAS in order to build proficiency. 

• Regulations and legal hurdles at the local, state, and federal level can make a program more 

difficult.  

• Maintaining an adequate number of pilots for all necessary uses and shifts is challenging. 

• UAS is a useful tool, but there are limitations, such as staffing (mentioned above) funding, and 

battery usage (mentioned by multiple commenters). 

 

B.17.2. Program Effectiveness 
 
How would you describe the effectiveness of your organization’s UAS program and the impact it has 
had on your operations? 
 
Thirty-three individuals responded to this question. The overwhelming response was positive, with the 
vast majority of respondents stating that the use of UAS in their organization was very effective. A few 
respondents suggested that their UAS program was still too new to be effective. 
 

B.17.3. Recommendations to Other Organizations 
 
Finally, respondents were asked for any recommendations they would make to other response 
organizations evaluating the use of UAS in their operations. The responses are summarized below. 



 

• Evaluating operational needs and choosing the correct type of UAS system is listed as important 

by a large number of respondents.  

• Maintain proper staffing. 

• Be familiar with local, state, and federal laws and regulations. 

• Partner with other jurisdictions and agencies that already use UAS to help develop your 

program. 

• Be aware of additional costs and maintain a proper budget. 

• Maintain a frequent and consistent training program. 

 
 
 

  



 

C. Annotated Bibliography of UAS Use in Emergency Response 
 

C.1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of journal articles and publications have been published over the recent past investigating and 
evaluating the use of sUAS and UAS in emergency response operations. This brief annotated bibliography 
provides a summary of relevant articles and their focus grouped by application area to provide useful 
information for future efforts. When available, a brief description of the article has been provided that 
includes material extracted from the abstract and paper to provide sufficient coverage of the document. 
 

C.2. DISASTER RELIEF 

Carlson, J. D., Burgan, R. E., “Review of Users’ Needs in Operational Fire Danger Estimation: the 
Oklahoma Example,” International Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol. 24, No. 8, pp. 1601-1620, 2003. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/01431160210144651  
This paper reviews users' needs in operational fire danger systems, that is, those systems which provide 
routine (e.g., daily) assessments of fire danger over broad geographical areas. Paper begins by discussing 
those elements comprising the fire environment: topography, fuels and weather. With respect to wildland 
fuels, it considers fuel models, live and dead fuels, and the role of remote sensing in this arena. Weather, 
both current and forecast, is seen to be crucial and the one element common to all operational systems. 
Authors then consider fire models, which utilize the environmental input and produce fire danger output 
related to either fire potential or behavior. Authors end the review with a look at fire detection systems 
and the need for near-real-time accessibility of fire danger information. The paper then concludes with a 
specific example of an operational fire danger system from the state of Oklahoma (USA). Use of a 
mesoscale automated weather station network, the Oklahoma Mesonet, allows for a suite of near-real-
time fire management products, and dissemination over the World Wide Web permits quick and easy 
access. These products have proved to be useful to the wildland fire management community in 
Oklahoma, both in terms of wildfire anticipation and suppression and in terms of prescribed fire activities. 
 
Rabta, B., Wankmüller, C., & Reiner, G. (2018). A drone fleet model for last-mile distribution in 
disaster relief operations. International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction, 28, 107–112. 
https://doi.o[rg/10.1016/j.ijdrr.2018.02.020 
The authors develop a model to help make drone usage to optimize the delivery of lightweight disaster 
relief supplies in areas where it is logistically difficult to deliver supplies. Drones may be used to deliver 
lightweight supplies at shorter distances in areas where infrastructure damage is catastrophic. The model 
examines optimization of delivery over shorter areas while staging and recharging areas are built to allow 
drone coverage over a larger area.  
 
Tatsidou, E., Tsiamis, C., Karamagioli, E., Boudouris, G., Pikoulis, A., Kakalou, E., & Pikoulis, E. (2019). 
Reflecting upon the humanitarian use of unmanned aerial vehicles (drones). Swiss Medical Weekly, 
149(1314). https://doi.org/10.4414/smw.2019.20065 
The authors examine the uses, success, and controversies surrounding UAVs in disaster relief and 
humanitarian aid. Uses for UAVs in disaster relief contexts include search and rescue, small-scale 
emergency mapping, locating survivors in rubble using mounted sensors, and emergency supply delivery. 
Controversies include humanitarian drones over conflict zones, privacy, and legal conflicts from different 
countries.   
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C.3. DISASTER RESPONSE 

Ambrosia, V. G., Wegener, S., Zajkowski, T., Sullivan, D. V., Buechel,S., Enomoto, F., Lobitz, B., Johan, 
S., Brass, J., Hinkley, E., “The Ikhana Unmanned Airborne System (UAS) Western States Fire Imaging 
Mission: From Concept to Reality (2006-2010),” Geocarto International, Vol. 26, No. 2, pp. 85-101, 
April 2011. https://doi.org/10.1080/10106049.2010.539302  
This paper describes the capabilities of a UAS platform (NASA Ikhana UAS), a multispectral sensor 
(autonomous modular sensor (AMS)), onboard processing and data visualization (Wildfire Collaborative 
Decision Environment (W-CDE)), to provide fire intelligence to management teams. Autonomous, on-
board processing of the AMS sensor data allowed real-time fire product delivery to incident management 
teams on the wildfire events. Between 2006 and 2010, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) and the US Forest Service flew 14 unmanned airborne system (UAS) sensor missions, over 57 fires 
in the western US. 
 
Carlson, J. D., Burgan, R. E., Engle, D. M., Greenfiels, J. R., “The Oklahoma Fire Danger Model: An 
Operational Tool for Mesoscale Fire Danger Rating in Oklahoma,” International Journal of Wildland 
Fires, Vol 11, pp. 183-191, 2002. https://doi.org/10.1071/WF02003  
This paper describes the Oklahoma Fire Danger Model, an operational fire danger rating system for the 
state of Oklahoma (USA) developed through joint efforts of Oklahoma State University, the University of 
Oklahoma, and the Fire Sciences Laboratory of the USDA Forest Service in Missoula, Montana. The model 
is an adaptation of the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) to Oklahoma, but more importantly, 
represents the first time anywhere that NFDRS has been implemented operationally using hourly weather 
data from a spatially dense automated weather station network (the Oklahoma Mesonet). Weekly AVHRR 
satellite imagery is also utilized for live fuel moisture and fuel load calculations. The result is a near-real-
time mesoscale fire danger rating system to 1-km resolution whose output is readily available on the 
World Wide Web (http://agweather.mesonet.ou.edu/models/fire). Examples of output from 25 February 
1998 are presented. 
 
Celik, T., Demirel, H., Ozkaramanli, H., Uyguroglu, M., “Fire detection using statistical color model in 
video sequences,” Journal of Visual Communication and Image Representation, Vol 18, Issue 2, pp. 
176-185, April 2007. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvcir.2006.12.003  
In this paper, authors propose a real-time fire-detector that combines foreground object information with 
color pixel statistics of fire. Simple adaptive background model of the scene is generated by using three 
Gaussian distributions, where each distribution corresponds to the pixel statistics in the respective color 
channel. A generic fire color model is constructed by statistical analysis of the sample images containing 
fire pixels. 
 
Hristozov, S., & Zlateva, P. (2018). Concept Model for Drone Selection in Specific Disaster  
Conditions. International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information 
Sciences, 42(3/W4). https://doi.org/10.5194/isprs-archives-XLII-3-W4-245-2018  
The authors develop a model to help first responders determine the best drone for a disaster situation. 
They use external factors, such as disaster type and weather conditions. They include internal 
characteristics, such as drone type, flight performance, and payload capabilities. The authors argue that 
first responders can be trained on the model and then use it to deploy specific drone models where 
necessary. 
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Murphy, R. R., Disaster Robotics, MIT Press, 2014. Web: https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/disaster-
robotics  
This book offers the definitive guide to the theory and practice of disaster robotics. It covers theory and 
practice, the history of the field, and specific missions. After a broad overview of rescue robotics in the 
context of emergency informatics, the book provides a chronological summary and formal analysis of the 
thirty-four documented deployments of robots to disasters. 
 
Tranchitella, Michael & Fujikawa, Stephen & Ng, Tzer & Yoel, David & Tatum, Don & Roy, Philippe & 
Mazel, Christophe. (2007). Using Tactical Unmanned Aerial Systems to Monitor and Map Wildfires. 
AIAA Infotech@Aerospace 2007 Conference and Exhibit. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2007-2749  
This paper details the demonstration of Vector P UAS to test the usefulness of unmanned tactical aircraft 
in the monitoring and mapping of wildfires. The intention is to use unmanned systems to provide 
persistent surveillance when conditions are unsafe or impractical for manned flight particularly at night. 
A new emerging “sense and avoid” technology that provides airspace deconfliction for unmanned aircraft 
in operational areas populated by manned aircraft is also described. 
 
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM (UAS) SEARCH AND RESCUE ADDENDUM to the 
National Search and Rescue Supplement to the International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and 
Rescue Manual. 
https://connect.ncdot.gov/resources/Aviation%20Resources%20Documents/SAR_UAS_Addendum(Ju
ly2016_Vers_1-0)-Final.pdf  
 
Yuan, F. “A fast accumulative motion orientation model based on integral image for video smoke 
detection,” pattern recognition letters, vol. 29, no. 7, pp. 925-932, May 2008. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2008.01.013  
Performance of video smoke detection by using an accumulative motion model based on the integral 
image by fast estimating the motion orientation of smoke. The model was able to mostly eliminate the 
disturbance of artificial lights and non-smoke moving objects by using the accumulation of motion. The 
model together with chrominance detection can correctly detect the existence of smoke. The results 
showed good agreement with experimental validation.  
 

C.4. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

Dunagan, S., Eilers, J., Lobitz, B., & Zajkowski, T. (2007). UAS Enabled Communications for Tactical 
Firefighting. AIAA Infotech@Aerospace 2007 Conference and Exhibit. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2007-
2734  
This paper documented the development and testing of a proof-of-concept unmanned aerial system (UAS) 
based on the communications protocols of the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC). A single channel 
half-duplex radio relay compatible in cost and logistics requirements with existing NIFC radio 
communications systems was integrated into a small (under 50 lbs. gross weight) UAS and deployed in a 
tactical firefighting demonstration program over controlled burns in rugged terrain. The demonstration 
proved the utility of the UAS and relay payload to enable communications. Enhancements that include 
visualization software for evaluating the line-of-sight geometry in real time, and the synergistic use of 
communications and imaging payload elements are also discussed. 

 
Murphy, R., Dufek, J., Sarmiento, T., Wilde, G., Xiao, X., Braun, J., Mullen, L., Smith, R., Allred, S., & 
Adams, J. (2016). Two case studies and gaps analysis of flood assessment for emergency management 
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with small unmanned aerial systems. 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Safety, Security, and 
Rescue Robotics (SSRR), 54–61. doi: 10.1109/SSRR.2016.7784277   
The authors use two case studies of sUAS for flood assessment in two Texas counties in 2016. The flights 
led to five missions – flood mapping, verification of flood models, flood monitoring, collecting data for 
justification of publicly accountable decisions, and public information. Emergency managers had access 
to low resolution photos and video quickly and high resolution soon after mission end. An additional, 
impractical in this instance, mission possibility was damage assessment. The authors identified gaps in 
what sUAS could provide in these case studies. They argue that the data required a large number of people 
to analyze and would have been more helpful in real time for emergency managers. Furthermore, the 
data itself was limited, as shadows, time of day, limited time and space for missions, all led to gaps in the 
actual data that was usable for analysis and decision making. Finally, data storage was a problem. 
 
Thamm, H.-P., Ludwig, T., & Reuter, C. (2013). Design of a process model for unmanned aerial systems 
(UAS) in emergencies. Proceedings of the 10th International ISCRAM Conference. 
http://idl.iscram.org/files/thamm/2013/1006_Thamm_etal2013.pdf  
The authors examine the need and use of UAS in disasters with a focus on power outages in Germany. 
The authors use a focus group of 14 individuals from police, fire, public administration, and the power 
company to examine usefulness of UAS in disaster response. They first determine that police, fire, and the 
power company currently use map-based response, but each agency has differing levels of updated and 
specific maps. All companies agree that UAS providing nearly real-time images would help in the response 
process. All agencies want UAS that is “cheap, reliable, and can create images with high quality and 
transmit nearly real-time information”. The authors develop a process model for the acquisition and use 
of UAS in the preparedness, response, and recovery phases of disaster.  
 

C.5. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

Claesson, A., Fredman, D., Svensson, L., Ringh, M., Hollenberg, J., Nordberg, P., Rosenqvist, M., Djarv, 
T., Österberg, S., Lennartsson, J., & Ban, Y. (2016). Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) in out-of-
hospital-cardiac-arrest. Scandinavian Journal of Trauma, Resuscitation and Emergency Medicine, 
24(1), 124. https://doi.org/10.1186/s13049-016-0313-5 
The authors model the use of AED delivery by UAV for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) in Stockholm, 
Sweden, using actual OHCA data. The authors used GPS data to model the placement of 20 UAVs with 
AEDs based on 3,165 OHCAs from 2006-2013 in both rural and urban locations. They find that UAVs would 
provide faster response than first responders alone but are unable to comment on the feasibility of the 
program in reality.  
 
Zègre-Hemsey, J. K., Bogle, B., Cunningham, C. J., Snyder, K., & Rosamond, W. (2018).  
Delivery of Automated External Defibrillators (AED) by Drones: Implications for  
Emergency Cardiac Care. Current Cardiovascular Risk Reports, 12. https://doi.org/10.1007/s12170-
018-0589-2 
The authors examine the effectiveness of drone delivery of defibrillators to augment EMA for out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). There has been a decrease in the death rate for OHCA in public spaces 
(due to availability of portable defibrillators). This decrease has not been seen in households, where most 
incidents occur, or in rural areas where access to emergency health has been shrinking. The prehospital 
period is extremely important in survivability of OHCA incidents. Prior models show that drones decrease 
the response time verses responder-only response. The major barrier is bystander willingness to use AED 
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equipment. The authors briefly examine literature on CPR training, which increases likelihood bystanders 
will administer CPR and suggests similar training for AED usage.  
 

C.6. FIRE SERVICE 

Agarwal, Jutshi & Cohen, Kelly & Kumar, Manish. (2013). Application of Fuzzy logic and GIS in a fire-
prediction algorithm for situational awareness based on a UAS for wildland fire-fighting (SIERRA). 51st 
AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting including the New Horizons Forum and Aerospace Exposition 2013. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2013-876. 
Study presented the use of Fuzzy logic and GIS to develop a fuel map for afire prediction model. Land 
cover data provide information about the vegetation over a region which needs to be classified into a 
particular fuel model for mathematical equations involved in a fire-prediction module. A fuzzy inference 
tool has been developed to operate over a raster data obtained from GAP for West Virginia Land Cover 
and a fuel map developed for the state. 
 
Agarwal, Jutshi & Cohen, Kelly & Kumar, Manish. (2013). Fuzzy Logic Based Real-Time Prediction 
Model for Wild-Land Forest Fires. AIAA Infotech at Aerospace (I at A) Conference. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2013-5060 
Mathematical algorithms can be applied to real time environmental and spatial information to predict the 
spread of fire- perimeters and intensities. Systems like this can be used with surveillance-based unmanned 
aircrafts and enable fire-fighters plan on-field fire-attacks and air-drops. This study uses topographical 
data from the GAP project for the West Virginia Land Cover. A decision-making tool is developed using 
fuzzy logic to designate a fuel model for forest- fires. 
 
Brewer, Matthew J., and Craig B. Clements. Meteorological Profiling in the Fire Environment Using 
UAS. Special Issue Unmanned Aircraft in Fire Research and Management 2020, 3(3), 36; 
https://doi.org/10.3390/fire3030036  
Fire–atmosphere interactions have typically been measured from stationary instrumented towers and by 
remote sensing systems such as lidar. Advances in UAS and compact meteorological instrumentation have 
allowed for small moving weather stations that can move with the fire front while sampling. This study 
highlights the use of DJI Matrice 200, which was equipped with a TriSonica Mini Wind and Weather station 
sonic anemometer weather station in order to sample the fire environment in an experimental and 
controlled setting. Preliminary data show that this system can be useful for taking vertical profiles of 
atmospheric variables, in addition to being used in place of meteorological tower measurements when 
suitable. 
 
Buoni, G., & Howell, K. (2008). Large Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in the National Airspace 
System - the NASA 2007 Western States Fire Missions (ALTERNATE PAPER). The 26th Congress of ICAS 
and 8th AIAA ATIO. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2008-8967  
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) Ikhana 
(ee-kah-nah) project executed the 2007 Western States Fire Missions over several of the western United 
States using an MQ-9 unmanned aircraft system (UAS) in partnership with the NASA Ames Research 
Center, the United States Forest Service, and the National Interagency Fire Center, The missions were 
intended to supply infrared imagery of wildfires to firefighters on the ground within 10 minutes of data 
acquisition. 
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Burgan, R. E., Hartford, R. A., Eidenshink, J. C., “Using NDVI to Assess Departure from Average 
Greenness and its Relation to Fire Business,” General Technical Report INT-GTR-333, Ogden, UT, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain Research Station, 1996.  
https://doi.org/10.2737/INT-GTR-333  
A new satellite-derived vegetation greenness map, departure from average, is designed to compare 
current-year vegetation greenness with average greenness for the same time of year. Live-fuel condition 
as portrayed on this map, and the calculated 1,000-hour fuel moistures, are compared to fire occurrence 
and area burned in Montana and Idaho during the 1993 and 1994 fire seasons. 
 
Charvat, Robert & Ozburn, Rodger & Bushong, Scott & Cohen, Kelly & Kumar, Manish. (2012). SIERRA 
Team Flight of Zephyr UAS at West Virginia Wild Land Fire Burn. Infotech@Aerospace 2012. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2012-2544.  
This paper discusses the Systems Engineering plan of the Surveillance for Intelligent Emergency Response 
Robotic Aircraft (SIERRA) Team of The University of Cincinnati in supporting continued development of 
technology for Emergency Management Operations. This paper represents the experimental and post 
flight analysis of the SIERRA program during the late 2011 timeframe in which the team flew 2 successful 
demonstrations in West Virginia. This paper is the conclusion of “Intelligent Integration of UAV Systems 
for Wildland Fire Management: Towards Concept Demonstration” from AIAA Infotech 2011. 
 
Chen, J., Wang, Y., Tian, Y., Huang, T., “Wavelet Based Smoke Detection Method with RGB Contrast-
Image and Shape Constraint,” 2013 Visual Communications and Image Processing (CVIP), IEEE, 
Kuching, Malaysia, 2013. 
http://www.jdl.link/doc/2011/201311229441631586_723_cr_20130815141148.pdf  
Smoke detection in video surveillance is very important for early fire detection. An improved smoke 
detection method with RGB Contrast-image and shape constrain was studied. In this method, wavelet 
transformation is implemented based on the RGB Contrast-image to distinguish smoke from other low 
frequency signals, and the existence of smoke is determined by analyzing the combination of the shape 
and the energy change of the region. Experimental results show that this method outperforms the 
conventional methods remarkably. 
 
Chen, T. H., Yin, Y. H., Huang, S. F, “The Smoke Detection for Early Fire-Alarm Systems Based on Video 
Processing,” IEEE 2006 International Conference on Intelligent Information Hiding and Multimedia 
Signal Processing (IIHMSP), pp. 427-430, 2006. DOI: 10.1109/IIH-MSP.2006.265033  
The paper presents a smoke-detection method for early fire-alarming system based on video processing. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method can provide an early alarm at a lower false alarm 
rate before the fire burns up, and hence is very relevant for the important military, social security, 
commercial applications, and so on. 
 
Damir, K., Darko, S., Toni, J., “Histogram-Based Smoke Segmentation in Forest Fire Detection 
Systems,” Information Technology and Control, Vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 237-244, 2009. DOI: 
10.5755/J01.ITC.38.3.12105  
Pixel level analysis and segmentation of smoke-colored pixels for the automated forest fire detection was 
conducted. In order to find an efficient combination of a color space and pixel level smoke segmentation 
algorithm, several color space transformations are evaluated by measuring separability between smoke 
and non-smoke classes of pixels. However, exhaustive evaluation of the histogram-based smoke 
segmentation algorithms in different color spaces suggests that the peak performance is the distinctive 
feature of the algorithm itself rather than the algorithm-color space combination. 
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Davenport, T. M., “Early Forest Fire Detection Using Texture Analysis of Principal Components from 
Multispectral Video,” M.S. Thesis, Electrical Engineering Dept., California Polytechnic State University, 
San Luis Obispo, CA, 2012. https://doi.org/10.15368/theses.2012.112  
The aim of this study is to incorporate the spectral, temporal and spatial attributes of a smoke plume for 
Early Forest Fire Detection. Image processing techniques are used on multispectral (red, green, blue, mid-
wave infrared, and long-wave infrared) video to segment and identify the presence of a smoke plume 
within a scene. The temporal and spectral variance of a smoke plume is captured through Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) where the Multispectral-Multitemporal PCA is performed on a sequence of 
video frames simultaneously. 
 
Esposito, Francesco & Rufino, Giancarlo & Moccia, Antonio. (2009). Real-time detection of fire 
hotspots from mini-UAV Based, thermal InfraRed / VIS-NIR hyperspectral image data. AIAA Infotech at 
Aerospace Conference and Exhibit and AIAA Unmanned...Unlimited Conference. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2009-1980 
This paper presents activities being carried out at the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the 
University of Naples “Federico II”, in the field of airborne remote sensing for natural disaster monitoring 
and of autonomous navigation, from system design to realization and test. Results of a flight test campaign 
for experiments of fire recognition are discussed in detail. 
 
Esposito, Francesco & Rufino, Giancarlo & Moccia, Antonio. (2007). 1st Mini-UAV Integrated 
Hyperspectral/Thermal Electro-Optical Payload for Forest Fire Risk Management. AIAA 
Infotech@Aerospace 2007 Conference and Exhibit. 1. 653-665. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2007-2774  
Paper focuses on the integrated, multi-band, hyper-spectral, electro-optical sensor that has been studied 
for applications of forest fire risk management. The integrated sensor consists of a thermal imager and a 
hyperspectral sensor in VIS-NIR band. It is completed by a compact onboard computer for operation 
control, and a transceiver for real-time data download and command upload. Additional onboard 
equipment, such as GNC sub-system, is relevant to the UAV platform. Hardware characterization and 
laboratory tests are discussed and, finally, the results of a flight test session with both remote sensing and 
GNC sub-systems are presented. 
 
Gowravaram, Saket & Flanagan, Harold & Tian, Pengzhi & Chao, Haiyang. (2018). Prescribed Fire 
Monitoring Using KHawk Unmanned Aircraft Systems. 2018 AIAA Information Systems-AIAA Infotech 
@ Aerospace. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2018-1491  
Most small UASs operate in calm weather conditions at low flying speeds, which make their use limited in 
challenging disaster scenarios such as prescribed fires or wildfires. This paper provides preliminary flight 
test results for monitoring of a prescribed fire using fixed-wing KHawk UASs, including detection and 
analysis of fire line evolution and UAS turbulence responses. Aerial videos collected are orthorectified 
using the Structure from Motion (SFM) algorithm. 
 
Gubbi, J., Marusic, S., Palaniswami, M., “Smoke Detection in Video Using Wavelets and Support 
Vector Machines,” Fire Safety Journal, Vol. 44, pp. 1110-1115, 2009. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2009.08.003  
A novel method for smoke characterization using wavelets and support vector machines is proposed in 
this paper. Forest fire, tunnel fire and news channel videos have been used for testing the proposed 
method. The results are impressive with limited false alarms. The proposed algorithm is evaluated for its 
characterization properties using motion segmented images from a commercial surveillance system with 
good results. 
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Hall, P., Cobleigh, B.R., Buoni, G., & Howell, K. (2008). Operational Experience with Long Duration 
Wildfire Mapping: UAS Missions Over the Western United States. NASA Technical Reports Server 
(NTRS). https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20080031172  
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, United States Forest Service, and National 
Interagency Fire Center have developed a partnership to develop and demonstrate technology to improve 
airborne wildfire imaging and data dissemination. In the summer of 2007, a multi-spectral infrared 
scanner was integrated into NASA's Ikhana Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) (a General Atomics Predator-
B) and launched on four long duration wildfire mapping demonstration missions covering eight western 
states. In late October, wind-driven wildfires erupted in five southern California counties. State and 
national emergency operations agencies requested Ikhana to help assess and manage the wildfires. Four 
additional missions were launched over a 5-day period, with near real-time images delivered to multiple 
emergency operations centers and fire incident commands managing 10 fires. 
 
Haiyang Chao, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS; and J. Mat, H. Flanagan, P. Tian, and S. Gowravaram. 
(2020). Atmospheric Sensing of Wildland Fire Plumes Using KHawk UAS. (Boston Convention and 
Exhibition Center). 20th Symposium on Meteorological Observation and Instrumentation. 
Paper presented results from using use a KHawk UAS for in-situ atmospheric sensing of wildland fire 
plumes. A 5 lb. KHawk UAS was sent to fly over fire plumes generated by a prescribed burn in Kansas, 
equipped with one RGB camera for smoke confirmation, a pitot tube for airspeed measurement, a GPS 
receiver for ground speed measurement, and inertial sensors for aircraft turbulence response sensing. 
Both the collected raw data and estimated 3D wind will be provided for the period when the UAS was 
flying in the fire generated plumes. 
 
Hinkley, Everett & Zajkowski, Thomas & Ambrosia, Vincent & Schoenung, Susan. (2007). Small UAS 
Demonstration for Wildlife Surveillance. AIAA Infotech@Aerospace 2007 Conference and Exhibit. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2007-2744   
Currently, the fire management agencies rely on both rotorcraft (helicopters) and fixed-wing aircraft 
equipped with thermal-detection devices to assess fire conditions on wildfire events. The Forest Service 
believes that UAS can augment manned aircraft capabilities in fire missions that are currently underserved 
or where manned aircraft are not practical due to duration or safety issues. US Forest Service in 
partnership with NASA-Ames Research Center conducted a demonstration series to test the feasibility of 
using small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) to support wildland fire management to develop UAS 
operational guidelines, safety standards, and contracting rules so that firefighters can include small UAS 
in their toolkit. Other goals were to evaluate and develop sensing technologies for these platforms that 
would facilitate improved and rapid-fire mapping capabilities.  
 
Hornby, L. G., “Fuel Type Mapping in Region One,” Journal of Forestry, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp. 67-72, 1935. 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/48929  
The mapping of a fuel is simply the identification of the place where a specific kind of fire behavior and 
difficulty, or expense, of control are expected. The article presents, in abbreviated form, instructions 
issued to fuel mappers in northern Idaho and western Montana. Under this method, which was developed 
incidental to fire control and transportation planning, fifteen million acres of national forest fuels have 
been mapped to date. 
 
Khan, Md. N. H., & Neustaedter, C. (2019, May). Exploring Drones to Assist Firefighters During 
Emergencies. 1st International Workshop on Human-Drone Interaction. https://hal.archives-
ouvertes.fr/hal-02128386 
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The authors focus specifically on Canada, firefighters, and use of UAS in combination with next generation 
911. They examine everyday emergencies (car accidents, fires, medical emergencies) rather than large-
scale disasters. They interview 12 citizens who contacted 911 and 8 firefighters in Vancouver. Drones may 
provide extra knowledge and context about an emergency, as well as reassure victims that firefighters are 
on the way. Privacy was only an issue for citizens if they were doing something wrong or at fault. 
Firefighters thought drones were less expensive than other aerial options and most useful in fire 
situations. UAS should have conspicuous appearance when used in emergencies and be small enough to 
enter a building. Major weakness of the study, and therefore the findings, is the extremely low number 
of individuals. 
 
Logan, Michael & Glaab, Louis & Craig, Timothy. (2016). Use of a Small Unmanned Aircraft System for 
autonomous fire spotting at the Great Dismal Swamp. AIAA Infotech @ Aerospace. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2016-1004  
This paper described the results of a set of experiments and analyses conducted to evaluate the capability 
of small unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS) to spot nascent fires in the Great Dismal Swamp (GDS) National 
Wildlife Refuge. The objectives of the effort were to: 1) Determine suitability and utility of low-cost sUAS 
to detect nascent fires at GDS; 2) Identify and assess the necessary National Airspace System (NAS) 
integration issues; 3) Provide information to GDS and the community on system requirements and 
concepts-of-operation (CONOPS) for conducting fire detection/support mission in the National Airspace; 
4) Identify potential applications of intelligent autonomy that would enable or benefit this high-value 
mission. 
 
Matthews, S., Sullivan, A., Gould, J., Hurley, R., Ellis, P., Larmour, J., “Field Evaluation of Two Image-
Based Wildland Fire Detection Systems,” Fire Safety Journal, Vol. 47, 2012, pp. 54-61. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2011.11.001  
Computer analysis of images from sensors mounted on towers helps with fire detection and location. This 
paper reports on a trial of two image-based detection systems under operational conditions in forests and 
pasture in south-eastern Australia. The systems were deployed for 3 months in autumn, 2010, during 
which time a total of 12 experimental fires, 31 planned fires lit by public land management agencies, 
approximately 250 planned fires lit by private individuals, and 1 unplanned fire were recorded. Both 
image-based systems were able to detect and locate fires. They performed well for larger planned fires 
but poorly for small fires (area) at moderate distances (10–20 km).  
 
Mitchell, T., Kidd, J. and Jacob, J. Wildfire Plume Tracking and Dynamics Using UAS, AIAA 
Infotech@Aerospace, 2016. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2016-1005  
This paper presented the development of an inexpensive unmanned aircraft and sensor system to detect 
in-situ CO2 levels in the atmosphere on a UAS. While originally for the purpose of quantifying emissions 
from underground carbon sequestration reservoirs, it can also be used to study CO2 laden plumes in other 
phenomena, such as wildfires. The system is capable of recording CO2 levels and their corresponding GPS 
coordinates, as well as tertiary sensor data including atmospheric data and vehicle state. The data can 
then be analyzed to determine the areas of highest CO2 concentration, such as above the buoyant plume 
of a large fire.  
 
Moran, C.J.; Seielstad, C.A.; Cunningham, M.R.; Hoff, V.; Parsons, R.A.; Queen, L.; Sauerbrey, K.; 
Wallace, T. Deriving Fire Behavior Metrics from UAS Imagery. Special Issue Unmanned Aircraft in Fire 
Research and Management 2019, 2(2), 36; https://doi.org/10.3390/fire2020036  
Authors present methods for collecting consistent time-series of fire rate of spread (RoS) and direction in 
complex fire behavior using UAS-borne NIR and Thermal IR cameras. They also develop a technique to 
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determine appropriate analytical units to improve statistical analysis of fire-environment interactions. 
Using a hybrid temperature-gradient threshold approach with data from two prescribed fires in dry 
conifer forests, the methods characterize complex interactions of observed heading, flanking, and backing 
fires accurately. 
 
Ojo, J. A., Oladosu, J. A., “Video-based Smoke Detection Algorithms: A Chronological Survey,” 
Computer Engineering and Intelligent Systems, Vol. 5, No. 7, pp. 38-50, 2014. 
This paper presented a chronological survey of different video-based smoke or fire detection methods 
that are available in literatures from 1998 to 2014 on video-based smoke detection algorithms along with 
summarizing the perceived strengths and weakness of the different methods. 
 
Poulos, H. M., “Mapping Fuels in the Chihuahuan Desert Borderlands Using Remote Sensing, 
Geographic Information Systems, and BioPhysical Modeling,” Canadian Journal of Forestry Research, 
Vol. 39, pp. 1917-1927, 2009. https://doi.org/10.1139/X09-100  
This study integrated field, geographic information systems, and remotely sensed data to generate 
spatially explicit fuel maps. It used hierarchical cluster analysis, and classification and regression trees to 
(i) identify the dominant fuel types in each of the study areas and (ii) build spatially explicit predictive fuels 
maps. The map products from this study were used as inputs for landscape-scale fire modeling and for 
guiding fuel-reduction treatments using fire and fire surrogates, such as thinning. 
 
Saatchi, S., Halliga, K., Despain, D. G., Crabtree, R. L., “Estimation of Forest Fuel Load from Radar 
Remote Sensing,” IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 45, No. 6, 2007. DOI: 
10.1109/TGRS.2006.887002  
Maps showing the distribution of wildfire fuel loads are critical for understanding fire behavior 
characteristics and planning for fire management. This study used multifrequency polarimetric synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) imagery acquired over a large area of the Yellowstone National Park by the Airborne 
SAR sensor to estimate the distribution of forest biomass and canopy fuel loads. The radar-generated fuel 
parameters were in good agreement with the field-based fuel measurements. 
 
Schmidt, I. T., “Use of Ultra-High Resolution Imagery in the Estimation of Wildfire Fuel Load Across 
Chaparral Vegetation,” M.S. Thesis, Department of Geography, San Diego State University, San Diego, 
CA, 2014. DOI: 10.1007/s10661-016-5656-x  
Accurate estimation of spatial distribution of fuel loads will allow for improved understanding of wildfire 
behavior and postburn recovery. This study developed and tested remote sensing methods to scale-up 
from field plot estimates of shrubland fuel over landscapes or to pixels of coarser spatial resolution data 
sets using ultra high spatial resolution imagery captured by a light-sport aircraft. The study was conducted 
on chaparral shrublands located in eastern San Diego County, California that measured fuel load in the 
field using an allometric approach and estimated ground coverage of individual shrub species by using 
ultra-high spatial resolution imagery and image processing routines.  
 
Toreyin, B. U., Yigithan D., and Enis, C., "Wavelet Based Real-Time Smoke Detection in Video," 13th 
European Signal Processing Conference, EURASIP, Poznań, Poland, 2005, pp. 1-4. 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/7077943  
A method for smoke detection in video is studied on camera monitoring the scene is stationary. To 
determine the smoke in the field of view of the camera, the background of the scene is estimated and 
decrease of high frequency energy of the scene is monitored using the spatial wavelet transforms of the 
current and the background images. 
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Wang, S., He, Y., Zou, J. J., Zhou, D., and Want, J., “Early Smoke Detection in Video Using Swaying and 
Diffusion Feature,” Journal of Intelligent and Fuzzy Systems, Vol. 26, 2014, pp. 267-275. DOI: 
10.3233/IFS-120735  
A method of early smoke detection in video using swaying and diffusion feature is presented in this paper. 
Experiments show that the proposed method is effective, robust, and has a performance of earlier smoke 
alarm. 
 
Yoon, S. H., Min, J., “An Intelligent Automatic Early Detection System of Forest Fire Smoke Signatures 
using Gaussian Mixture Model,” J Inf Process Syst, Vol 9, No 4, pp 621-632, December 2013. 
https://doi.org/10.3745/JIPS.2013.9.4.621  
This research presented an intelligent forest fire detection algorithm via image processing by using the 
Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), which can be applied to detect smoke at the earliest time possible in a 
forest and being able to clearly distinguish the smoke from those with similar qualities, such as clouds and 
fog. 
 

C.7. GENERAL PUBLIC SAFETY USE 

Burke, David & Hall, Charles & Cook, Stephen. (2011). System-Level Airworthiness Tool. Journal of 
Aircraft. 48(3). 777-785. https://doi.org/10.2514/1.C031022  
As unmanned aircraft systems grow in popularity, the need for airworthiness standards and verification 
methods tailored for small unmanned aircraft systems becomes critical. This work presents a point-based 
tool that evaluates small unmanned aircraft systems by rewarding good engineering practices in design, 
analysis, and testing. The requirements scale with vehicle size and operational area, while allowing 
flexibility for new technologies and unique configurations. 
 
Murphy, R. R. 2013. A roadmap for the adoption of unmanned systems into public safety. 2013 IEEE 
International Conference on Technologies for Homeland Security (HST), 350–353. DOI: 
10.1109/THS.2013.6699027  
The IEEE Safety, Security, and Rescue Robotics community created a roadmap for producing unmanned 
systems that could be adopted by the Public Safety sector within 10 years. The five applications expected 
to be of highest value to the Public Safety community, highest value first, are: assisting with routine 
inspection of the critical infrastructure, “chronic emergencies” such as firefighting, hazardous material 
spills, port inspection, and damage estimation after a disaster.  
 
Nguyen, H. V., Manley, T. W., & Saidi, K. S. (2020). Survey of Drone Usage in Public Safety Agencies. 
https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8305  
This PSCR and NIST report is based on a Spring/Summer 2019 survey of 183 (20% response rate) first 
responders. There is a large focus on the use of drone technology to provide continuous cellular 
broadband coverage.  The authors targeted those with UAS experience or expertise. Most respondents 
had 1-3 years of experience with UAS, and most of their agencies developed their UAS programs 1-3 years 
ago. The majority of respondents believed a mix of both tethered and untethered UAS would better 
support their missions. Other important features for UAS systems included a flight time of more than 120 
minutes, camera with high-powered zoom, and cost-effectiveness (on average below $10,000 per drone).  
 
Rios, J. L., Aweiss, A. S., Jung, J., Homola, J., Johnson, M., & Johnson, R. (2020). Flight Demonstration 
of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) at Technical Capability Level 4. AIAA 
Aviation 2020 Forum. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2020-2851  
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This paper summarizes the NASA Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) project 
that executed the fourth and final UTM Technical Capability Level demonstration between May and 
August 2019. Two Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-designated UAS test sites managed the range, 
partners, and operations to meet the requirements set forth by the UTM Project. Results of the 
demonstration indicate the viability of the UTM concept to manage large scale operations and 
contingencies in an urban environment.  
 
Police Executive Research Forum. 2020. Drones: A Report on the Use of Drones by Public Safety 
Agencies—and a Wake-Up Call about the Threat of Malicious Drone Attacks. Washington, DC: Office of 
Community Oriented Policing Services. https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/Publications/cops-w0894-pub.pdf  
In February 2019, the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS 
Office), the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF), and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
convened a two-day conference in Washington, D.C., to discuss the policy and operational issues 
regarding the implementation and use of drones. This publication synthesizes information presented and 
discussed by the conference participants; lessons learned; and promising practices gathered from 
interviews, policy reviews, and survey data for the purpose of providing law enforcement agencies with 
guidance on implementing a drone program. 
 

C.8. LAW/LEGISLATION 

Ambrosia, Vincent & Cobleigh, Brent & Jennison, Chris & Wegener, Steve. (2007). Recent Experiences 
with Operating UAS in the NAS. AIAA Infotech@Aerospace 2007 Conference and Exhibit. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2007-3007  
This paper described the demonstration of scientific data collection capabilities from Altair® UAS over 
wildland fires in the western United States in 2006. With the successful demonstration of the platform 
operations in the NAS in late 2006, the mission plan and objectives were extended to the 2007 western 
US fire season. The paper also focuses on the mission planning efforts, logistics, and criteria necessary to 
facilitate approval from the FAA to safely perform these valuable scientific capabilities mission aboard a 
high -altitude UAS operating in the NAS during the summer of 2007. 
 
Bienstock, L., & Gliboff, J. (2019). The Possibilities of Drone Regulation (Policy Brief PRS  
Policy Brief 1819-11). The Nelson A. Rockefeller Center at Dartmouth College. 
https://rockefeller.dartmouth.edu/report/possibilities-drone-regulation  
This is a policy brief presented to the New Hampshire State Legislature. It broadly discusses drone use, 
economic growth, and use/misuse of drones, and briefly specifically examines drone use in emergency 
services. FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act (FESSA) prohibits UAS from interfering with emergency 
response activities. There are gaps in coverage of FAA regulations and state governments have passed 
laws to fill in the gaps. These regulations include use in law enforcement and public safety. Most states 
require law enforcement agencies to obtain a warrant, unless (in most states) surveillance includes 
terrorism, natural disaster, search and rescue or consent of the surveilled. Municipalities in many states 
are barred from passing ordinances regarding UAS. Some states expand FESSA by allowing first responders 
to take any UAS that is interfering with emergency response out of commission. The remainder of the 
report focuses primarily on the use of UAS for surveillance.  
 
Bentley, J. M. (2018). Policing the police: Balancing the right to privacy against the beneficial use of 
drone technology. Hastings LJ, 70, 249. 
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The FAA regulates drone usage at the federal level, but privacy concerns are outside of their legal 
authority. The author states that approximately 1/3 of states require a warrant before law enforcement 
can use a drone to gather surveillance. Some local governments have laws against police department use 
of drones. The author argues that the 4th amendment may not protect against warrantless search if a 
drone does not trespass. These regulations, meant to curb misuse of UAVs must be balanced against the 
beneficial use of drones. The author argues that this balance must be maintained by state legislatures 
through local legislation. 
 
Blitz, Marc Jonathan and Grimsley, James and Henderson, Stephen E. and Thai, Joseph T., Regulating 
Drones Under the First and Fourth Amendments (March 5, 2015). 57 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 49 (2015), 
Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2574378 
The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 required the Federal Aviation Administration to integrate 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, into the national airspace system by September of 2015. It is 
imperative to understand the constitutional restraints on public flight and constitutional protections 
afforded private flight. This paper analyzed the developing right to record and apply contemporary forum 
doctrine to the novel means of speech and information gathering. 
 

C.9. PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS 

Anania, E. C., Rice, S., Pierce, M., Winter, S. R., Capps, J., Walters, N. W., & Milner, M.  
N. (2019). Public support for police drone missions depends on political affiliation and neighborhood 
demographics. Technology in Society, 57, 95–103. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.techsoc.2018.12.007 
The authors conduct a three-part study of support for use of UAS in policing over different types of 
neighborhoods and by political ideology. Study 1 examined support for UAS usage by neighborhood 
primary racial composition (n = 406 MTurk participants). Level of support for UAS surveillance usage was 
higher for neighborhoods with primarily African-American or Hispanic residents than for neighborhoods 
with primarily white population. The second study examined support for police surveillance by political 
ideology (n = 304 MTurk participants). Respondents that self-reported a liberal ideology had lower support 
and higher privacy concerns over police surveillance via UAS. The third study used a more refined measure 
of ideology to examine support for police use of UAS for surveillance (n = 588 MTurk participants). Liberal 
and libertarian respondents had less support and more privacy concerns than authoritarian and 
conservative respondents. 
 
Lidynia, C., Philipsen, R., & Ziefle, M. (2017). Droning on about drones—Acceptance of  
and perceived barriers to drones in civil usage contexts. In Advances in human factors in robots and 
unmanned systems (pp. 317–329). https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-41959-6_26  
Examines differences in perceptions of drone usage for leisure activity, commercial use, and emergency 
use. With regards to emergency services, respondents (n = 200) preferred a more standardized look to 
the drones with regard to form and color. Additionally, on average, respondents agreed that operators 
should have freer route choice and ability to operate outside of the pilot’s visual range and have the ability 
to identify itself per wireless communication. In all but the last requirement (self-identification), 
respondents had differing views with regards to drone usage for hobby, business, and emergency 
operation. Respondents, on average, perceived the risk of drones in multiple scenarios low, but did show 
some concern for their ability to determine whether the drone is filming, as well as differentiating the 
purpose of the drone.  
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Sakiyama, M., Miethe, T. D., Lieberman, J. D., Heen, M. S., & Tuttle, O. (2017). Big hover or big 
brother? Public attitudes about drone usage in domestic policing activities. Security Journal, 30(4), 
1027–1044. https://doi.org/10.1057/sj.2016.3  
National online survey of 636 respondents. Policing activities such as search and rescue, border patrol, 
and traffic monitoring had the most support (>70%), while detecting criminal activity in open public places 
and crowd management had lesser support at 57% and 47% respectively. Respondents were less likely to 
support drone usage in policing activities if they had a higher belief that drones invade personal privacy 
or “big brother” concerns.   
 

C.10. SMART-NAVIGATED V. MANUAL OPERATORS 

Brown, C. and Jacob, J. Evaluation of Low-Cost Autopilots for SUAS Operations, AIAA Flight Testing 
Conference, June 2015. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2015-3348  
With increased interest in small unmanned aircraft systems (SUAS) it is beneficial to evaluate available 
capabilities for inexpensive, open-architecture autopilots. Whether using fixed wing aircraft ranging from 
a few pounds to a hundred pounds or the increasingly popular multicopter variations (quad, hex, etc.) 
autopilots can be adapted to fly most any configuration of aircraft. This project focused on evaluating 
various low-cost autopilots performing tasks related to a set of missions. Missions included search and 
rescue, pipeline or utility line inspection, atmospheric data collection, and undefined (guided on the spot) 
flight assignment. The goal is to provide results similar to a consumer report including findings about fixed 
metrics such as cost, size, weight, power requirements, ground control options, etc., and more loosely 
defined metrics like ease of use, flexibility, etc. The latter will also include flight control and management 
conclusions on a Cooper-Harper equivalent grading system.  
 
Kartawijaya, T., Townsend, E., Tully, K., Isihara, P., Diedrichs, D. R., Flores, G., Shi, C., & Ward, J. 
(2019). Is now the time to invest in emergency smart-navigated multiple-response quadcopter fleets? 
Journal of Unmanned Vehicle Systems, 7(2), 145–155. https://doi.org/10.1139/juvs-2017-0017  
Smart Emergency Response System (SERS) is a prototype system that coordinates first responders, ground 
and aerial UAS and other biobots. The authors focus specifically on small-scale events. They model fleet 
size for San Francisco to obtain peak effectiveness and efficiency. Authors point out that maintaining the 
most effective fleet may cause less efficiency and vice versa. They also model cost effectiveness of smart-
navigated fleets v. manual operation and find that smart-navigated fleets save money. 
 
Tin, F., Sharf, I., & Nahon, M., (2020). Guidance of Unmanned Aerial Gliders for Wildfire Surveillance. 
AIAA Scitech 2020 Forum. https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2020-1718  
Long-term aerial support is crucial to aid with the wildfire fighting operations. Unmanned Aerial Gliders 
are capable of utilizing their aerodynamic design to exploit fire-induced updraft generated by the 
substantial temperature differences in a wildfire environment. Paper presents a guidance strategy which 
allows the glider to locate fire-induced updraft and exploit it. A high-fidelity simulation is developed by 
characterizing aircraft aerodynamics using Digital DATCOM and modeling the wildfire using WRF-Fire to 
capture the atmospheric effects of the fire on wind conditions.  
 

C.11. MISC. APPLICATIONS 

Blair, J. B., Rabine, D. L., Hoftman, M. A., “The Laser Vegetation Imaging Sensor: A Medium-Altitude, 
Digitization-Only, Airborne Laser Altimeter for Mapping Vegetation and Topography,” ISPRS Journal of 
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Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Vol 54, pp 115-122, 1999. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0924-
2716(99)00002-7  
The Laser Vegetation Imaging Sensor (LVIS) is an airborne, scanning laser altimeter, designed, and 
developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) that operates at altitudes up to 10 km above 
ground and is capable of producing a data swath up to 1000 m wide nominally with 25-m wide footprints. 
Combined with aircraft position and attitude knowledge, this instrument produces topographic maps with 
dm accuracy and vertical height and structure measurements of vegetation and produce unique data set 
allowing studies of topography, hydrology, and vegetation with unmatched accuracy and coverage. 
 
Bruce D., “Drones on the Fire Ground – Australia Update,” Wildfire, Jan/Feb 2015, 
http://www.wildfiremagazine.org/  
Full abstract not available. 
 
Christensen, N. L., Agee, J. K., Brussard, P. F., Hughes, J., Knight, D. H., Minshall, G. W., Peek, J. M., 
Pyne, S. J., Swanson, F. J., Thomas, J. W., Wells, S., Williams, S. E., Wright, H. A., “Interpretting the 
Yellowstone Fires of 1988: Ecosystem response and management implications,” Bioscience, Vol. 39, 
No. 10, pp. 678-685, 1989. https://doi.org/10.2307/1310998  
Full abstract not available. 
 
Elston, J., Maciej Stachura, Brian Argrow, Cory Dixon, Eric Frew, Guidelines and best practices for FAA 
certificate of authorization applications for small unmanned aircraft, Infotech@ Aerospace, 2011. 
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2011-1525  
This paper presents an overview and best practices for constructing an application to obtain a Certificate 
of Authorization (COA) from the US Federal Aviation Administration for conducting flight operations using 
unmanned aircraft. The best practices were developed from 65 successful COA applications with emphasis 
on the process for public institutions. Details were provided about area selection, airworthiness 
requirements, lost communications and emergency procedures, and ground crew proficiency 
requirements. Information is also given about activating COA areas, using a notice to airmen, and the 
correct procedures for reporting incidents/accidents, monthly activity, and lost communications events 
to the FAA. 
 
Fonstad, M. A., Dietrich, J. T., Courville, B. C., Jensen, J. L., Carbonneau, P. E., “Topographic Structure 
from Motion: A New Development in Photogrammetric Measurement,” Earth Surface Process 
Landforms, Vol 38, pp. 421-430, 2013. https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.3366 
A wide range of topographic measurement methods have evolved. Image‐based methods such as digital 
photogrammetry are inexpensive. Developed for the purpose of rapid, inexpensive, and easy three‐
dimensional surveys of buildings or small objects, the ‘structure from motion’ photogrammetric approach 
(SfM) is an image‐based method which could deliver a methodological leap if transferred to geomorphic 
applications, requires little training and is extremely inexpensive. Using an online SfM program, authors 
created high‐resolution digital elevation models of a river environment from ordinary photographs 
produced from a workflow that takes advantage of free and open-source software. Test case shows that 
SfM and low‐altitude platforms can produce point clouds with point densities comparable with airborne 
LiDAR, with horizontal and vertical precision in the centimeter range, and with very low capital and labor 
costs and low expertise levels. 
 
Hill, M. S., “Field Report: A Pilot Use of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) for 2014 Wildfires,” 
Wildfire, Jan/Feb 2015, http://www.wildfiremagazine.org/  
Full abstract not available. 
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Iriarte, J., “Using UAV LIDAR and Spectral Technology to Detect Human Landscape Changes in 
Amazonia,” AAAS 2015 Annual Meeting, San Jose, CA, USA, Feb 13, 2015. 
Authors investigated the influence of the late pre-Columbian (1000-1492 A.D.) land use on Amazonian 
landscapes, the impact of the 1492 Columbian Encounter (CE) and its modern legacy through the 
comparative study of pre-Columbian land uses in four different regions of Amazonia by applying an 
innovative interdisciplinary approach that integrates archaeology, ethnohistory, archaeobotany, 
paleoecology, soil science, landscape ecology and remote sensing. 
 
Mathews, A. J., Jenson, J. L. R., “Visualizing and Quantifying Vineyard Canopy LAI Using an Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Collected High Density Structure from Motion Point Cloud,” Remote Sensing, Vol. 
5, pp. 2164-2183, 2013. https://doi.org/10.3390/rs5052164  
This research used an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)  for capturing aerial images and a computer vision 
technique called as structure from motion (SfM) was studied to model vine canopy structure. The results 
provided further justification for SfM datasets to provide three-dimensional datasets necessary for 
vegetation structure visualization and biophysical modeling over areas of smaller extent. Additionally, SfM 
datasets can provide an increased temporal resolution compared to traditional three-dimensional 
datasets like those captured by light detection and ranging (lidar). 
 
Mitchel, T., “Detecting Atmospheric CO2 Plumes Using Unmanned Aircraft,” Presentation at Oklahoma 
State University, Feb 2015. 
Full abstract not available. 
 
Roseman, C. A., & Argrow, B. M. (2020). Weather Hazard Risk Quantification for sUAS Safety Risk 
Management. Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, 37(7), 1251–1268. 
https://doi.org/10.1175/jtech-d-20-0009.1  
Small unmanned aircraft system (sUAS) applications are increasing. There are various hazards that pose 
risk for sUAS applications. This paper specifically addresses quantifying the weather hazard for sUAS safety 
risk management. The sUAS Weather Risk Model (sWRM) framework quantifies weather hazard risk for 
sUAS operations in rural to urban environments using weather forecast, population density, structure 
density, and sUAS data. As a proof of concept, sWRM was applied over Boulder, Colorado, and this initial 
demonstration of sWRM highlights the potential effectiveness of a detailed risk assessment model that 
takes into account high-resolution weather and environmental data. 
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This study is about a new remote sensing-based vegetation classification logic for global vegetation 
analysis. The proposed classification logic was based on  simple, observable, unambiguous characteristics 
of vegetation structure that are important to ecosystem biogeochemistry and can be measured in the 
field for validation, the structural characteristics are remotely sensible so that repeatable and efficient 
global reclassifications of existing vegetation will be possible, and the defined vegetation classes directly 
translate into the biophysical parameters of interest by global climate and biogeochemical models.  
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To comply with Smoke Management Guidelines for Vegetative Debris Burning Operations in the State of 
South Carolina, land managers that utilize prescribed fire to accomplish resource objectives for 
agriculture, wildlife management, or forest management purposes are required to estimate the tons of 
fuel that will be consumed on each site when making notification to the SC Forestry Commission. 
Estimating the total tons of fuel present on the site is often difficult for novice burners. This guide was 
developed to provide a visual reference for burners to aid them in the fuel load estimation process. 
 
Tucker, C. J., “Red and Photographic Infrared Linear Combinations for Monitoring Vegetation,” 
Remote Sensing of Environment, 8, No. 2, pp. 127-150, 1979. https://doi.org/10.1016/0034-
4257(79)90013-0  
Paper elaborates on the application of in-situ collected spectrometer data to evaluate and quantify the 
relationships between various linear combinations of red and photographic infrared radiances and 
experimental plot biomass, leaf water content, and chlorophyll content. The data can be employed to 
monitor the photosynthetically active biomass of plant canopies. 
 
Ladd, Gabriel & Bland, Geoff. (2009). Non-Military Applications for Small UAS Platforms. AIAA Infotech 
at Aerospace Conference and Exhibit and AIAA Unmanned...Unlimited Conference. 
doi:10.2514/6.2009-2046.  
Authors report on the many non-military applications for small UAS platforms. At the time of this study, 
the majority of small UAS were used for military applications. Availability of light and small sensors that 
can be applied for desired tasks limit the applications. New and emerging technologies suggest the shortly 
new sensors such as small SAR or new atmospheric chemistry applications will continue to open further 
veins of research to small UAS platforms. The two general measurement methodologies for UAS are either 
remote sensing or in-situ measurements. Remote sensing applications for small UAS run a wide range of 
possible applications most of which are currently in use on manned aircraft such as aerial imaging or 
LIDAR. In-situ measurements for UAS include atmospheric conditions, air quality applications, cloud 
moisture and airborne pathogens.  
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D. FAA Regulatory Considerations 

 
D.1. CURRENT FAA REGULATIONS 

Multiple parts of the Federal Aviation Regulations apply to sUAS operations, but the 4 common areas of 
regulations are Part 47, Part 48, Part 99, and Part 107. As summary of current Part 107 operations relevant 
for first responder use are provided below, current to date of publication. As FAA regulations are expected 
to change rapidly over the coming years, please see the latest regulations on UAS use at the FAA - 
https://www.faa.gov/uas/public_safety_gov/. 
 

Category of Operations. Part 107 establishes four categories of permissible operations over 
people. Category 1 is limited to a maximum weight of 0.55 pounds, including everything that is on board 
or otherwise attached to the aircraft at the time of takeoff and throughout the duration of each operation. 
In addition, the small unmanned aircraft must not contain any exposed rotating parts that would lacerate 
human skin upon impact with a human being. Category 2 or 3 operations may only be conducted with 
small unmanned aircraft that fulfill performance-based safety requirements, which limit the risk and 
severity of injuries based on potential hazards. Category 4 allows small unmanned aircraft issued an 
airworthiness certificate under 14 CFR part 21 to operate over people in accordance with part 107, so long 
as the operating limitations specified in the FAA-approved Flight Manual, or as otherwise specified by the 
Administrator, do not prohibit operations over people. 
 

Operations at Night. Small UAS operations at night may occur only under the two risk mitigation 
measures listed in § 107.29. First, the remote PIC must have completed either an initial knowledge test or 
recurrent training that have been updated to include night operations. Second, the small unmanned 
aircraft must have lighted anti-collision lighting that is visible for at least 3 sm. The remote pilot may rely 
upon manufacturer statements indicating the anti-collision lighting is visible for 3 sm. However, the 
remote pilot ultimately remains responsible for verifying that anti-collision lighting is operational, visible 
for 3 sm, and has a flash rate sufficient to avoid a collision at the operating location. 8 Operations Over 
Open-Air Assemblies of Persons. Remote pilots are prohibited from operating a small unmanned aircraft 
as a Category 1, 2, or 4 operation in sustained flight over open-air assemblies, unless the operation meets 
the requirements of 14 CFR part 89, § 89.110 or § 89.115(a). Category 3 operations are not allowed over 
an open-air assembly of persons. 
 

Remote Identification of Unmanned Aircraft Systems. Remote identification requirements are 
contained in part 89. The information contained in this AC covers the remote identification operational 
requirements that are relevant to all part 107 operators. Additional information related to remote 
identification is available in the following ACs:  

• AC 89-1, Means of Compliance Process for Remote Identification of Unmanned Aircraft. 
• AC 89-2, Declaration of Compliance Process for Remote Identification of Unmanned Aircraft. 
After September 16, 2023, most small unmanned aircraft that are registered or required to be 

registered must comply with remote identification requirements. The serial number of a standard remote 
identification unmanned aircraft, or of the remote identification broadcast module, if one is installed on 
the unmanned aircraft, must be listed on the Certificate of Aircraft Registration. The serial number may 
only be listed on one Certificate of Aircraft Registration at a time. The remote identification broadcast 
module may be moved from one unmanned aircraft operated under Part 107 to another, but the serial 
number must also be moved from the first aircraft’s Certificate of Aircraft Registration to the second 
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aircraft’s certificate prior to operation. Small unmanned aircraft that are not required to be registered 
under part 48, such as those where the unmanned aircraft weighs 0.55 pounds or less, must comply with 
remote identification requirements when operated under any operating part for which registration is 
required. 

Remote identification provides data regarding the location and identification of small unmanned 
aircraft operating in the NAS. It also provides airspace awareness to the FAA, national security agencies, 
and law enforcement entities, which can be used to distinguish compliant airspace users from those 
potentially posing a safety or security risk. A list of unmanned aircraft by make and model that are 
compliant with remote identification will be found at https://www.faa.gov/uas, when developed. 

Standard remote identification unmanned aircraft broadcast certain message elements over radio 
frequency (RF) spectrum. These message elements include: Unmanned Aircraft Identification (either the 
unmanned aircraft’s serial number or session ID); latitude, longitude, and geometric altitude of both the 
CS and the unmanned aircraft; the velocity of the unmanned aircraft (including horizontal and vertical 
speed and direction); a time mark; and an emergency status code (§ 89.110).  

Small unmanned aircraft without remote identification. Small unmanned aircraft that are not 
standard remote identification unmanned aircraft may operate in one of two ways: the small unmanned 
aircraft may be equipped with a remote identification broadcast module, or the small unmanned aircraft 
may be operated within an FAA-recognized identification area (FRIA) (§ 89.115).  

Unmanned aircraft equipped with remote identification modules may be integrated by the 
manufacturer (e.g., if a manufacturer upgraded or retrofit the aircraft) or a standalone broadcast module 
installed by the user secured to the unmanned aircraft prior to takeoff. The remote identification 
broadcast module broadcasts certain message elements directly from the unmanned 2/1/21 AC 107-2A 
5-15 aircraft over RF spectrum. These message elements include: the Unmanned Aircraft Identification, 
the unmanned aircraft’s serial number; latitude, longitude, and geometric altitude of the unmanned 
aircraft; latitude, longitude, and geometric altitude of the takeoff location; the velocity of the unmanned 
aircraft (including horizontal and vertical speed and direction); and a time mark. Small unmanned aircraft 
using a remote identification broadcast module must be operated within VLOS (§ 89.115(a)).  

A person operating a small unmanned aircraft that is not a standard remote identification 
unmanned aircraft may also operate within VLOS within a FRIA, regardless of the type of operation 
conducted (e.g., part 91, 107, or other). Operators will be able to access a list of FRIAs at 
https://www.faa.gov/uas when available (§ 89.115). 

 

D.2. PUBLIC COA AND WAIVER PROCESS 

Additional information on FAA’s COA and Part 107 waiver processes can be found here. 

• COAs: 
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/systemops/aaim/or
ganizations/uas/coa/ 

• Waivers: https://www.faa.gov/uas/commercial_operators/part_107_waivers/ 
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